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"Network"  =>  What can we apply???

Reconstruction and classification of the worm's neuronal network
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Abstract

Despite recent interest in reconstructing neuronal networks, complete wiring diagrams on the level of individual synapses
remain scarce and the insights into function they can provide remain unclear. Even for Caenorhabditis elegans, whose
neuronal network is relatively small and stereotypical from animal to animal, published wiring diagrams are neither accurate
nor complete and self-consistent. Using materials from White et al. and new electron micrographs we assemble whole, self-
consistent gap junction and chemical synapse networks of hermaphrodite C. elegans. We propose a method to visualize the
wiring diagram, which reflects network signal flow. We calculate statistical and topological properties of the network, such
as degree distributions, synaptic multiplicities, and small-world properties, that help in understanding network signal
propagation. We identify neurons that may play central roles in information processing, and network motifs that could serve
as functional modules of the network. We explore propagation of neuronal activity in response to sensory or artificial
stimulation using linear systems theory and find several activity patterns that could serve as substrates of previously
described behaviors. Finally, we analyze the interaction between the gap junction and the chemical synapse networks. Since
several statistical properties of the C. elegans network, such as multiplicity and motif distributions are similar to those found
in mammalian neocortex, they likely point to general principles of neuronal networks. The wiring diagram reported here can
help in understanding the mechanistic basis of behavior by generating predictions about future experiments involving
genetic perturbations, laser ablations, or monitoring propagation of neuronal activity in response to stimulation.
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Introduction

Determining and examining base sequences in genomes [1,2]
has revolutionized molecular biology. Similarly, decoding and
analyzing connectivity patterns among neurons in nervous
systems, the aim of the emerging field of connectomics [3–6],
may make a major impact on neurobiology. Knowledge of
connectivity wiring diagrams alone may not be sufficient to
understand the function of nervous systems, but it is likely
necessary. Yet because of the scarcity of reconstructed con-
nectomes, their significance remains uncertain.
The neuronal network of the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans is a

logical model system for advancing the connectomics program. It
is sufficiently small that it can be reconstructed and analyzed as a
whole. The 302 neurons in the hermaphrodite worm are
identifiable and consistent across individuals [7]. Moreover the
connections between neurons, consisting of chemical synapses and
gap junctions, are stereotypical from animal to animal with more
than 75% reproducibility [7–10].
Despite a century of investigation [11,12], knowledge of

nematode neuronal networks is incomplete. The basic structure
of the C. elegans nervous system had been reconstructed using
electron micrographs [7], but a major gap in the connectivity of

ventral cord neurons remained. Previous attempts to assemble the
whole wiring diagram made unjustified assumptions that several
reconstructed neurons were representative of others [13]. Much
previous work analyzed the properties of the neuronal network (see
e.g. [14–20] and references therein and thereto) based on these
incomplete or inconsistent wiring diagrams [7,13].
In this paper, we advance the experimental phase of the

connectomics program [6,21] by reporting a near-complete wiring
diagram of C. elegans based on original data from White et al. [7]
but also including new serial section electron microscopy
reconstructions and updates. Although this new wiring diagram
has not been published definitively before now, it has already been
freely shared with the community through the WormAtlas [22]
and has also been used in previous studies such as [23]. See
Methods section for further details on the wiring diagram and on
freely obtaining it in electronic form.
We advance the theoretical phase of connectomics [24,25], by

characterizing signal propagation through the reported neuronal
network and its relation to behavior. We compute for the first
time, local properties that may play a computational purpose, such
as the distribution of multiplicity and the number of terminals, as
well as global network properties associated with the speed of
signal propagation. Unlike the conventional ‘‘hypothesis-driven’’
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Excursion:  C. elegans
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Small worm:  L = 1 mm,  Ø ≈ 65 μm
lives in the soil, eats bacteria

Consists of 959 cells,  302 nerve cells,
all worms are "identical"

Completely sequenced in 1998 (first 
multicelluar organism)

Database "everything" about the worm:    
www.wormbase.org

=>  One of the prototype organisms

Very simple handling, transparent

http://www.wormbase.org
http://www.wormbase.org
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Adjacency Matrix
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Fig. 1. Adjacency matrices for the gap junction network (blue circles) and the chemical synapse network (red points) with

neurons grouped by category (sensory neurons, interneurons, motor neurons). Within each category, neurons are in anteroposterior

order. All gap junction connections are depicted in the same way, irrespective of number of gap junction contacts. Among

chemical synapse connections, small points indicate less than 5 synaptic contacts, whereas large points indicate 5 or more
synaptic contacts.

treated separately, with each represented by its own adjacency matrix, Figure 1. In an adjacency matrix

A, the element in the ith row and jth column, aij , represents the total number of synaptic contacts from

the ith neuron to the jth. If neurons are unconnected, the corresponding element of the adjacency matrix
is zero. An adjacency matrix may be used due to self-consistency in the gathered data.

Although gap junctions may have directionality, i.e. conduct current in only one direction, this has

not been demonstrated in C. elegans. Even if directionality existed, such information cannot be extracted

from electron micrographs. Thus we treat the gap junction network as an undirected network with a

symmetric adjacency matrix. Weights in both aij and aji represent the total number of gap junctions

between neurons i and j.
Since chemical synapses possess clear directionality that can be extracted from electron micrographs,

we represent the chemical network as a directed network with an asymmetric adjacency matrix. The

elements of the adjacency matrix take nonnegative values, which reflect the number of synaptic contacts

between corresponding neurons. Contacts are given equal weight, regardless of the apparent size of the

4

Two types of connections 
between neurons:
• gap junctions
  => electric contacts
       => undirected
• chemical synapses
  => neurotransmitters
       => directed

Observations:
• three groups of neurons
  (clustering)
• gap junction entries are 
  symmetric, chemical 
  synapses not
  (directionality)

PLoS Comput. Biol. 7 (2011) e1001066
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Some Statistics
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

TABLE S1

CONNECTED COMPONENTS OF THE GAP JUNCTION NETWORK. NOTE THE SINGLE GIANT COMPONENT AND THE LARGE

NUMBER OF DISCONNECTED/ISOLATED NEURONS.

Giant Component (248 neurons)

ADAL/R ALNL AVG DD01-05 PDA PVR RIVL/R SABVL/R URYVL/R

ADEL/R AQR AVHL/R DVA PDB PVT RMDDL/R SDQL/R VA01-12

ADFL/R AS01-11 AVJL/R DVB PDEL/R PVWL/R RMDL/R SIADL/R VB01-11

ADLL/R ASGL/R AVKL/R DVC PHAL/R RIBL/R RMDVL/R SIAVL/R VC01-05

AFDL/R ASHL/R AVL FLPL/R PHBL/R RICL/R RMED SIBDL/R VD01-10,13

AIAL/R ASIL/R AVM IL1DL/R PHVL/R RID RMEL/R SIBVL/R

AIBL/R ASKL/R AWAL/R IL1L/R PLML/R RIFL/R RMEV SMBDL/R

AIML AUAL/R AWBL/R IL1VL/R PQR RIGL/R RMFL SMBVL/R

AINL/R AVAL/R BAGL/R IL2L/R PVCL/R RIH RMGL/R SMDDL/R

AIYL/R AVBL/R CEPDL/R LUAL/R PVM RIML/R RMHL/R SMDVL/R

AIZL/R AVDL/R CEPVL/R OLLL/R PVNL RIPL/R SAADL/R URBL/R

ALA AVEL/R DA01-09 OLQDL/R PVPL/R RIR SAAVL/R URXL/R

ALML/R AVFL/R DB01-07 OLQVL/R PVQL/R RIS SABD URYDL/R

First Small Component (2 neurons)

ASJL/R

Second Small Component (3 neurons)

HSNL/R PVNR

Neurons with no gap junctions (26 neurons)

AIMR ASEL/R BDUL/R IL2DL/R PLNL/R RIAL/R URADL/R VD11-12

ALNR AWCL/R DD06 IL2VL/R PVDL/R RMFR URAVL/R

TABLE S2

(A) NUMBER OF GAP JUNCTION CONTACTS BETWEEN DIFFERENT NEURON CATEGORIES. (B) PERCENT OF GAP JUNCTIONS

ON NEURONS OF THE ROW CATEGORY THAT CONNECT TO NEURONS OF THE COLUMN CATEGORY.

A Sensory Inter- Motor

Sensory 108 119 26
Inter- 119 368 342
Motor 26 342 324

B Sensory Inter- Motor

Sensory 42.7% 47.0% 10.3%
Inter- 14.4% 44.4% 41.3%
Motor 3.8% 49.4% 46.8%

37
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Information Flow
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Fig. 2. The C. elegans wiring diagram is a network of identifiable, labeled neurons connected by chemical and electrical

synapses. Red, sensory neurons; blue, interneurons; green, motorneurons. (a). Side view shows neurons arranged so that the

direction of information flow is mostly downward. (b). Top view shows structure in the horizontal plane reflecting adjacency of

neurons in the network.

6

Network arranged so that information flow is (mostly) top => bottom
sensory neurons      interneurons      motorneurons

PLoS Comput. Biol. 7 (2011) e1001066
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Network Size
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Fig. S1. Geodesic distance distributions. (a). Giant component of gap junction network. (b). Giant component of chemical

network. (c). Giant component of combined network.

TABLE S6

SOME STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES OF THE C. elegans GAP JUNCTION NETWORK, RANDOMLY EDITED NETWORKS (Egap), AND

THE AY NETWORK [12].

C. elegans AY’s C. elegans [12] Egap

dedit — 454 177 ± 18.5
giant component size 248 253 261 ± 3.41
giant component pathlength 4.52 4.71 4.09 ± 0.078
giant component clust. coef. 0.21 0.23 0.14 ± 0.011

TABLE S7

SOME STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES OF THE C. elegans CHEMICAL NETWORK, RANDOMLY EDITED NETWORKS (Echem), AND

THE AY NETWORK [12].

C. elegans AY’s C. elegans [12] Echem

dedit — 3546 638 ± 33.2
weak giant component size 279 279 279 ± 0.07
strong giant component size 237 239 267 ± 3.19
strong giant component pathlength 3.48 3.99 3.12 ± 0.028
strong giant component clust. coef. 0.22 0.20 0.16 ± 0.006

39

Geodesic distance (shortest path) distributions of giant component of…

(electric)
gap junctions

(chemical)
synapses

combined 
network

=> a worm is a small animal :-)

PLoS Comput. Biol. 7 (2011) e1001066
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Degree Distribution
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Next, we analyze the multiplicity of connection, mij , between neurons i and j, which is the number
of synaptic contacts (here gap junctions) connecting i to j. The degree treats synaptic connections as
binary, whereas the multiplicity quantifies the number of contacts. The multiplicity distribution for the

gap junction network is shown in Figure 3(b). We follow the same procedure as outlined above and find

that the multiplicity distribution for m ! 2 obeys a power law with exponent ! = 2.76. Although the
exponential decay fit to the tail passes the p-value test, the log-likelihood is significantly lower than for
the power law.

Finally, the number of terminals that lie on a given neuron is the sum of the multiplicities of all gap

junction connections. The tail of the distribution of the number of synaptic terminals, Figure 3(c), is

adequately fit by a power law with exponent ! = 2.53.
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Fig. 3. Survival functions for the distributions of degree, multiplicity, and number of synaptic terminals in the gap junction

network. Neurons or connections with exceptionally high statistics are labeled. The tails of the distributions can be fit by a

power law with the exponent 3.14 for the degrees (a); 2.76 for the multiplicity distribution (b); 2.53 for the number of synaptic
terminals (c). The exponents for the power law fits of the corresponding survival functions are obtained by subtracting one.

Identifying neurons that play a central or special role in the transmission or processing of information

may also prove useful [50]–[52]. To rank neurons according to their roles, we introduce several centrality

indices. Perhaps the simplest centrality index is degree centrality cd(i). Degree centrality is simply the
degree of a neuron, cd(i) = di, and is motivated by the idea that a neuron with connections to many other

neurons has a more important or more central role in the network than a neuron connected to only a few

other neurons. Neurons that have unusually high degree (and hence degree centrality) include AVAL/R

and AVBL/R. The same neurons lie in the tail of the distribution of the number of synaptic terminals,

Figure 3(c), suggesting strong coupling to the network. These neuron pairs are command interneurons

responsible for coordinating backward and forward locomotion, respectively [33], [39], [53]. The high

degree centralities of RIBL/R suggest a similarly central function for those neurons, though they each

only have 19 gap junction terminals, in the middle of the distribution of number of terminals, suggesting
weaker coupling to the network.

Degree-based network properties may also be used to investigate the importance of neuronal circuits,

rather than of individual neurons [54].

3) Small World Properties: Having described statistical properties of individual neurons and connec-

tions, such as the degree and multiplicity distributions, we now investigate properties that may describe

the efficiency of information transmission across the gap junction network. The geodesic distance, dij ,

between two neurons in the network is the length of the shortest network path between them. The network

path is measured by the number of connections that are crossed rather than by physical distance. The

8

Plot of the "survival function" of P(k)
(1 – cumulative P(k))
for the (electric) gap junctions

An Erdös-Rényi random network with 279 neurons and connection probability 0.0133 (thus with 514
expected connections) would be expected to have 271 neurons in the giant component. The true gap
junction giant component is much smaller; the probability of finding such a small giant component in a

random network is on the order of 10!14 (see Methods). A better comparison, however, can be made to

random networks with degree distributions that match the degree distribution of the gap junction network.

Here, the degree of a neuron is the number of neurons with which it makes a gap junction. The giant

component in a degree-matched random network would be expected to be 251 neurons (see Methods),
about the same size as the measured giant component. Using connectivity data from [12], Majewska and

Yuste had previously pointed out that most neurons in C. elegans belong to the giant component [44].

Our results agree roughly with [44], although our dataset excludes non-neuronal cells and places certain

neurons in different connected components.

The adjacency matrix of the network, A, is shown in Figure 1. The matrix is symmetric since the
network is undirected. We may explore the utility of representing the wiring diagram as a three-layer

network by grouping neurons by category (sensory neurons, interneurons, motor neurons). As shown in

Tables S2A and S2B, each category has many recurrent connections; with the exception of connections

between sensory and motor neurons, there are also many connections between categories. In particular,

Table S2B indicates that motor neurons send to interneurons roughly the same number of connections

as recurrently sent back to motor neurons. These observations suggest that on the level of gap junctions,

the value of a three-layer network abstraction is questionable.

2) Distributions of Degree, Multiplicity and the Number of Terminals: In this section, we analyze

statistical properties of individual neurons and synaptic connections. The first statistic is the degree di

of neuron i, which is the number of neurons that are coupled to i by at least one gap junction. The
mean degree is 3.68, however this value is not representative as the degree varies in a wide range, from
0 to 40. Thus, to gain insight into network function, it is important to look at the degree distribution
[45]–[48]. Here, we use the degree distribution to introduce our statistical analysis techniques, which are

later applied to other statistics as well.

To visualize the discrete degree distribution, p(d), we use the survival function:

P (d) =
"

!

k=d

p(k), (1)

which is the complement of the cumulative distribution function, Figure 3(a). The advantages of looking

at the survival function rather than the degree distribution directly are that histogram binning is not

required and that noise in the tail is reduced [49]. Various commonly encountered distributions and their

corresponding survival functions are given in Appendix B.

To find a functional form of the tail of the degree distribution, as well as the other distributions

below, we follow the procedure outlined in [48]. For the two candidate functional forms—the power law

p(d) ! d!! and the exponential decay p(d) ! exp("!d)—we perform the following steps. First, we find
the optimal parameter of the fit by maximizing the log-likelihood and the optimal starting point of the fit

by minimizing the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic. Second, we evaluate the goodness of fit by calculating

the p-value that the observed data was generated by the optimized distribution using p > 0.1 as a criterion
for plausibility. Finally, if several distributions pass the p-value test we compare their log-likelihoods to
find the most probable one.

We find that the tail of the gap junction degree distribution (d # 4) can be fit by the power law with
exponent " = 3.14, Figure 3(a), but not by the exponential decay (p-value < 0.1). This result is consistent
with the view that the gap junction network is scale-free [46].
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Power law for P(k) with γ = 3.14  (≈ π?)
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Fig. 6. Degree distribution (a) and survival functions for the distributions of in-/out-degree, multiplicity, and in-/out-number of

synaptic terminals in the chemical synapse network (b)–(f). Neurons or connections with unusually high statistics are labeled.

The tails of the distributions can be fit by a power law with exponents 3.17 for in-degree (b); 4.22 for out-degree (c); and 4.05
for out-number (f). The exponents for the survival function fits can be obtained by subtracting one. The survival function of the

multiplicity distribution for m ! 1 can be fit by a stretched exponential of the form e!(m/!)!

where ! = 0.36 and " = 0.47
(d). No satisfactory fit was found for the distribution of in-numbers (e).
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Fig. 6. Degree distribution (a) and survival functions for the distributions of in-/out-degree, multiplicity, and in-/out-number of

synaptic terminals in the chemical synapse network (b)–(f). Neurons or connections with unusually high statistics are labeled.

The tails of the distributions can be fit by a power law with exponents 3.17 for in-degree (b); 4.22 for out-degree (c); and 4.05
for out-number (f). The exponents for the survival function fits can be obtained by subtracting one. The survival function of the

multiplicity distribution for m ! 1 can be fit by a stretched exponential of the form e!(m/!)!

where ! = 0.36 and " = 0.47
(d). No satisfactory fit was found for the distribution of in-numbers (e).
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In/out degrees of the 
chemical synapses
=> fit with γ = 3.17 / 4.22
    (but clearly not SF!)

PLoS Comput. Biol. 7 (2011) e1001066
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TABLE S3

COMPARISON OF CLUSTERING COEFFICIENT AND CHARACTERISTIC PATH LENGTH OF THE GIANT COMPONENT OF THE C.

elegans GAP JUNCTION NETWORK AND SEVERAL OTHER NETWORKS THAT HAVE BEEN CLASSIFIED AS SMALL WORLD

NETWORKS. THE CLUSTERING COEFFICIENT OF AN EQUIVALENT ERDÖS-RÉNYI RANDOM NETWORK IS INDICATED IN

PARENTHESES. THIS IS CALCULATED USING THE WATTS AND STROGATZ APPROXIMATIONS TO L AND C BY FINDING

Cr ! 1
N exp( ln(N)

L ).

Network N C (Cr) L
Giant component of gap junction network 248 0.21 (0.014) 4.52
Analog electronic circuit [100] 329 0.34 (0.019) 3.17
Class dependency graph of Java computer language [101] 1376 0.06 (0.002) 6.39
Film Actors [13] 225226 0.79 (0.00013) 3.65
Power Grid [13] 4941 0.080 (0.00032) 18.7

TABLE S4

(A) NUMBER OF CHEMICAL SYNAPSE CONTACTS FROM ROW CATEGORY TO COLUMN CATEGORY. (B) PERCENT OF

SYNAPSES IN ROW CATEGORY THAT SYNAPSE TO COLUMN CATEGORY.

A Sensory Inter- Motor

Sensory 474 1434 353
Inter- 208 1359 929
Motor 30 275 1332

B Sensory Inter- Motor

Sensory 21.0% 63.4% 15.6%
Inter- 8.3% 54.5% 37.2%
Motor 1.8% 16.8% 81.4%

TABLE S5

STRONGLY CONNECTED COMPONENTS OF THE CHEMICAL NETWORK. NOTE THE SINGLE GIANT COMPONENT AND THE

LARGE NUMBER OF ISOLATED NEURONS.

Giant Component (237 neurons)

ADAL/R ALNL/R AVFL/R CEPVL/R LUAL/R PVM RIH RMHL/R URYDL/R

ADEL/R AQR AVG DA01-06,09 OLLL/R PVNL/R RIML/R SAADL/R URYVL/R

ADFL/R AS01-06,09,11 AVHL/R DB01-04,07 OLQDL/R PVPL/R RIPL/R SAAVL/R VA01-06,08-09,11-12

ADLL/R ASEL/R AVJL/R DD01-02,05 OLQVL/R PVQL/R RIR SABD VB01-06,08-11

AFDL/R ASGL/R AVKL/R DVA PDA/B PVR RIS SDQL VC01-05

AIAL/R ASHL/R AVL DVC PDEL/R PVT RIVL/R SMBDL/R VD01-03,05-06,08,10-13

AIBL/R ASJL/R AVM FLPL/R PHAL/R PVWL/R RMDDR SMBVL/R

AIML/R ASKL/R AWAL/R HSNL/R PHBL/R RIAL/R RMDL/R SMDDL/R

AINR AUAL/R AWBL/R IL1DL/R PLMR RIBL/R RMDVL SMDVL/R

AIYL/R AVAL/R AWCL/R IL1L/R PLNL RICL/R RMED URADL/R

AIZL/R AVBL/R BAGL/R IL1VL/R PQR RID RMEV URAVL/R

ALA AVDL/R BDUL/R IL2L/R PVCL/R RIFL/R RMFL/R URBL/R

ALML/R AVEL/R CEPDL/R IL2VL/R PVDL RIGL/R RMGL/R URXL/R

Small Component (2 neurons)

RMDVR RMDDL

Isolated neurons in chemical network (40 neurons)

AINL DA07-08 DVB PLML RMEL/R SDQR SIAVL/R SIBVL/R VB07

ASIL/R DB05-06 IL2DL/R PLNR SABVL/R SIADL/R SIBDL/R VA07,10 VD04,07,09

AS07,08,10 DD03-04,06 PHCL/R PVDR

38

Much higher 

clustering than ER

PLoS Comput. Biol. 7 (2011) e1001066
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Fig. 5. Subnetwork distributions for the gap junction network. Overrepresented subnetworks are boxed, with the p-value from
the step-down min-P-based algorithm for multiple-hypothesis correction [68], [70] (n = 1000) shown inside. (a). The ratio of
the 3-subnetwork distribution and for the mean of a degree-preserving ensemble of random networks (n = 1000). The counts
for the particular random networks that appeared in the ensemble are also shown. (b). The ratio of the 4-subnetwork distribution
and for the mean of a degree and triangle-preserving ensemble of random networks (n = 1000). The counts for the particular
random networks that appeared in the ensemble are also shown.

C. Chemical Synapse Network

Now we consider the chemical synapse network. Recall that due to structural differences between

presynaptic and postsynaptic ends of a chemical synapse, electron micrographs can be used to determine

the directionality of connections. Hence the adjacency matrix is not symmetric as it was for the gap

junction network.

1) Basic Structure and Connectivity: The network that we analyze consists of 279 neurons and 2194
directed connections implemented by one or more chemical synapses. The adjacency matrix of the

network shown in Figure 1 is suggestive of a three-layer architecture. Table S4 shows the distribution of

connections between categories in the three-layer architecture. Each chemical subnetwork is characterized

by a high number of recurrent connections, just as for the gap junction. However, the majority of

connections with other subnetworks is consistent with feedforward information processing (sensory to

interneuron and interneuron to motorneurons). Therefore, a three-layer network abstraction may be more

valuable for chemical synapses than for gap junctions.

There are two different definitions of connectivity for directed networks. A weakly connected compo-

nent is a maximal group of neurons which are mutually reachable by possibly violating the connection

directions, whereas a strongly connected component is a maximal group of neurons that are mutually

reachable without violating the connection directions. The whole chemical synapse network is weakly

connected and can be divided into a giant strongly connected component with 237 neurons, a smaller
strongly connected component of 2 neurons, and 40 neurons that are not strongly connected (Table S5).

The random directed network corresponding to the chemical network is fully weakly connected, even

when the degree distribution is taken into account (see Methods). For a random directed network, the

size of the strongly connected component is also related to a similar computation [71]; such a small

strongly connected component as in the chemical network is not likely in a random network. Therefore,

the chemical network is more segregated than would be expected for a random network.

13

Motif counts of the electric gap junction network relative to random network

=> clearly not a random network

=> symmetric structures are overrepresented

PLoS Comput. Biol. 7 (2011) e1001066
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Fig. 7. Subnetwork distributions for the chemical synapse network. Overrepresented subnetworks are boxed, with the p-value
from the step-down min-P-based algorithm for multiple-hypothesis correction [68], [70] (n = 1000) shown inside. (a). The
ratio of the 2-subnetwork distribution and the mean of a random network ensemble (n = 1000). Realizations of the random
network ensemble are also shown. (b). The ratio of the 3-subnetwork distribution and the mean of a random network ensemble

(n = 1000). Realizations of the random network ensemble are also shown.

course, it follows that since the chemical network is a single weakly connected component, this combined

network is also a single weakly connected component.

Naturally, the combined network is more compact than the individual networks. The mean path length

L = 2.87, the geodesic distance distribution (Figure S1(c)) becomes narrower. For a random network

degree-matched to the combined network, one would expect L = 2.62, not significantly different. The
clustering coefficient for the combined network is C = 0.26. The clustering coefficient for a similar
random network would have been C = 0.026 [13], and for a degree-matched random network C = 0.10.
Therefore, the combined network, just like the individual networks, may be classified as small world.

Turning to closeness centrality, the most in-close central neurons are AVAL/R, AVBR/L, and AVEL/R, as

would be expected from the individual networks. The most out-close central neurons are DVA, ADEL,

AVAR, AVBL, and AVAL, which include the top out-close neurons for both individual networks.

We can also calculate the degree distribution of this combined network. The correlation coefficient

between the in-degree and out-degree is 0.71; it is not surprising that the coefficient is so large considering
that the gap junctions introduce an in- and out-connection simultaneously. Similarly to the chemical

synapse network, the tails of both the in-degree and the out-degree survival functions (Figures S4(a) and

S4(b)) can be fit with power laws. The tail of the out-degree could also be fit by an exponential decay,

albeit with lower likelihood.

The neurons with the greatest degree centrality are AVAL and AVAR. As for the chemical synapse

network, neuron AVAL has the best in-degree and AVAR has the second best in-degree, whereas AVAR

has the best out-degree and AVAL has the second best out-degree (Figures S4(a) and S4(b)). The next

two neurons are AVBL/R in both in-degree and out-degree senses.

As for the chemical synapse network, the tail of the out-number distribution was fit by a power law and

the tail of the in-number distribution could not be fit satisfactorily. The tail of the out-number distribution

could also be fit by an exponential, albeit with lower likelihood. The multiplicity can be fit satisfactorily

by a stretched exponential.

18

Similar picture for the chemical synapses:  not random
PLoS Comput. Biol. 7 (2011) e1001066
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Experimental data:  DNA microarray  =>  expression profiles

Clustering  =>  genes that are regulated simultaneously
=>  Cause and action???   Are all genes known???

A B C

A

B

C

A

B

C

Three different networks that lead to the same expression profiles
=> combinatorial explosion of number of compatible networks
     => static information usually not sufficient

Some formalism may help  
=>  Bayesian networks (formalized conditional probabilities)
      but usually too many candidates…
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Network motifs in the transcriptional regulation
network of Escherichia coli

Shai S. Shen-Orr1, Ron Milo2, Shmoolik Mangan1 & Uri Alon1,2

1Department of Molecular Cell Biology, 2Department of Physics of Complex Systems, Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot 76100, Israel. Correspondence
should be addressed to U.A. (e-mail: urialon@wisemail.weizmann.ac.il).

Little is known about the design principles1–10 of transcrip-
tional regulation networks that control gene expression in
cells. Recent advances in data collection and analysis2,11,12,
however, are generating unprecedented amounts of informa-
tion about gene regulation networks. To understand these
complex wiring diagrams1–10,13, we sought to break down such
networks into basic building blocks2. We generalize the notion
of motifs, widely used for sequence analysis, to the level of
networks. We define ‘network motifs’ as patterns of intercon-
nections that recur in many different parts of a network at fre-
quencies much higher than those found in randomized
networks. We applied new algorithms for systematically
detecting network motifs to one of the best-characterized reg-
ulation networks, that of direct transcriptional interactions in
Escherichia coli3,6. We find that much of the network is com-
posed of repeated appearances of three highly significant
motifs. Each network motif has a specific function in determin-
ing gene expression, such as generating temporal expression
programs and governing the responses to fluctuating external
signals. The motif structure also allows an easily interpretable
view of the entire known transcriptional network of the organ-
ism. This approach may help define the basic computational
elements of other biological networks.
We compiled a data set of direct transcriptional interactions
between transcription factors and the operons they regulate (an
operon is a group of contiguous genes that are transcribed into a
single mRNA molecule). This database contains 577 interac-
tions and 424 operons (involving 116 transcription factors); it
was formed on the basis of on an existing database (Regu-
lonDB)3,14. We enhanced RegulonDB by an extensive literature
search, adding 35 new transcription factors, including alterna-
tive !-factors (subunits of RNA polymerase that confer recogni-
tion of specific promoter sequences). The data set consists of
established interactions in which a transcription factor directly
binds a regulatory site.

The transcriptional network can be represented as a directed
graph, in which each node represents an operon and edges repre-
sent direct transcriptional interactions. Each edge is directed

Published online: 22 April 2002, DOI: 10.1038/ng881
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Fig. 1 Network motifs found in the E. coli transcriptional regulation network.
Symbols representing the motifs are also shown. a, Feedforward loop: a tran-
scription factor X regulates a second transcription factor Y, and both jointly
regulate one or more operons Z1...Zn. b, Example of a feedforward loop (L-ara-
binose utilization). c, SIM motif: a single transcription factor, X, regulates a set
of operons Z1...Zn. X is usually autoregulatory. All regulations are of the same
sign. No other transcription factor regulates the operons. d, Example of a SIM
system (arginine biosynthesis). e, DOR motif: a set of operons Z1...Zm are each
regulated by a combination of a set of input transcription factors, X1...Xn.
DORs are defined by an algorithm that detects dense regions of connections,
with a high ratio of connections to transcription factors. f, Example of a DOR
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RegulonDB  +  their own hand-curated findings
=> break down network into motifs
     => statistical significance of the motifs?
     => behavior of the motifs  <=>  location in the network?
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feedforward loop

Z
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Y

X

n
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crp

araC

araBAD

X  =  general transcription factor
Y  =  specific transcription factor
Z  =  effector operon(s)

X and Y together regulate Z:

"coherent",  if X and Y have the same effect on Z  (activation vs. repression), 
otherwise "incoherent"

85% of the FFL in E coli are coherent

Why not direct regulation without Y?

Shen-Orr et al., Nature Genetics 31 (2002) 64
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from X and a delayed one through Y. If the activation of X is tran-
sient, Y cannot reach the level needed to significantly activate Z,
and the input signal is not transduced through the circuit. Only
when X signals for a long enough time so that Y levels can build
up will Z be activated (Fig. 2a). Once X is deactivated, Z shuts
down rapidly. This kind of behavior can be useful for making
decisions based on fluctuating external signals.

The SIM motif is found in systems of genes that function sto-
chiometrically to form a protein assembly (such as flagella) or a
metabolic pathway (such as amino-acid biosynthesis). In these
cases, it is useful that the activities of the operons are determined
by a single transcription factor, so that their proportions at
steady state can be fixed. In addition, mathematical analysis sug-
gests that SIMs can show a detailed temporal program of expres-
sion resulting from differences in the activation thresholds of the
different genes (Fig. 2b). Built into this design is a pattern in
which the first gene activated is the last one to be deactivated.
Such temporal ordering can be useful in processes that require
several stages to complete. This type of mechanism may explain
the experimentally observed temporal program in the expression
of flagella biosynthesis genes18.

The motifs allow a representation of the E. coli transcriptional
network (Fig. 3) in a compact, modular form (for an image of the
full network, see Web Fig. A online). By using symbols to represent
the different motifs (Fig. 1), the network is broken down to its
basic building blocks. A single layer of DORs connects most of the
transcription factors to their effector operons. Feedforward loops
and SIMs often occur at the outputs of these DORs. The DORs are
interconnected by the global transcription factors, which typically
control many genes in one DOR and few genes in several DORs.
An important step in visualizing the network was to allow each
global transcription factor to appear multiple times, whenever it is
an input to a structure. This reduces the complexity of the inter-
connections while preserving all the information. There are few

long cascades3, usually involving !-factors, such as cas-
cades of depth 5 in the flagella and nitrogen systems. Over
70% of the operons are connected to the DORs; the rest of
the operons are in small disjoint systems. Most disjoint
systems have only 1 to 3 operons. The remaining disjoint
systems have up to 25 operons and show many SIMs and
feedforward loops. A notable feature of the overall organi-
zation is the large degree of overlap within DORs between
the short cascades that control most operons. The layer of
DORs may therefore represent the core of the computa-
tion carried out by the transcriptional network.

Cycles such as feedback loops are an important feature
of regulatory networks. Transcriptional feedback loops
occur in various organisms, such as the genetic switch in
"-phage5. In the E. coli data set, there are no examples of
feedback loops of direct transcriptional interactions,
except for auto-regulatory loops3. However, the absence

of feedback loops is not statistically significant, as over 80% of
the randomized networks also have no feedback loops (Table 1).
The many regulatory feedbacks loops in the organism are carried
out at the post-transcriptional level.

We considered only transcription interactions specifically
manifested by transcription factors that bind regulatory sites3,14.
This transcriptional network can be thought of as the ‘slow’ part
of the cellular regulation network (time scale of minutes). An
additional layer of faster interactions, which include interactions
between proteins (often subsecond timescale), contributes to the
full regulatory behavior and will probably introduce additional
network motifs. Characterization of additional transcriptional
interactions may change the present motif assignment for spe-
cific systems. However, our conclusions regarding the high fre-
quencies of feedforward loops, SIMs and overlapping regulation
compared with randomized networks are insensitive to the addi-
tion or removal of interactions from the data set. These features
are still highly significant, even when 25% of the connections in
the E. coli network are removed or rearranged at random.

The concept of homology between genes based on sequence
motifs has been crucial for understanding the function of
uncharacterized genes. Likewise, the notion of similarity
between connectivity patterns in networks, based on network
motifs, may be helpful in gaining insight into the dynamic
behavior of newly identified gene circuits. The present analysis
may serve as a guideline for experimental study of the functions
of the motifs. It would be useful to determine whether the net-
work motifs found in E. coli can characterize the transcriptional
networks of other cell types. In higher eukaryotes, for example,
there will be many more regulators affecting each gene, and addi-
tional types of circuits may be found. The findings presented
here also raise the possibility that motifs can be defined in other
biological networks7, such as signal transduction, metabolic19

and neuron connectivity networks.

letter
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Fig. 2 Dynamic features of the coherent feedforward loop and SIM
motifs. a, Consider a coherent feedforward loop circuit with an ‘AND-
gate’–like control of the output operon Z. This circuit can reject rapid
variations in the activity of the input X, and respond only to persistent
activation profiles. This is because Y needs to integrate the input X
over time to pass the activation threshold for Z (thin line). A similar
rejection of rapid fluctuations can be achieved by a cascade, X#Y#Z;
however, the cascade has a slower shut-down than the feedforward
loop (thin red line in the Z dynamics panel). b, Dynamics of the SIM
motif. This motif can show a temporal program of expression accord-
ing to a hierarchy of activation thresholds of the genes. When the
activity of X, the master activator, rises and falls with time, the genes
with the lowest threshold are activated earliest and deactivated lat-
est. Time is in units of protein lifetimes, or of cell cycles in the case of
long-lived proteins.
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from X and a delayed one through Y. If the activation of X is tran-
sient, Y cannot reach the level needed to significantly activate Z,
and the input signal is not transduced through the circuit. Only
when X signals for a long enough time so that Y levels can build
up will Z be activated (Fig. 2a). Once X is deactivated, Z shuts
down rapidly. This kind of behavior can be useful for making
decisions based on fluctuating external signals.

The SIM motif is found in systems of genes that function sto-
chiometrically to form a protein assembly (such as flagella) or a
metabolic pathway (such as amino-acid biosynthesis). In these
cases, it is useful that the activities of the operons are determined
by a single transcription factor, so that their proportions at
steady state can be fixed. In addition, mathematical analysis sug-
gests that SIMs can show a detailed temporal program of expres-
sion resulting from differences in the activation thresholds of the
different genes (Fig. 2b). Built into this design is a pattern in
which the first gene activated is the last one to be deactivated.
Such temporal ordering can be useful in processes that require
several stages to complete. This type of mechanism may explain
the experimentally observed temporal program in the expression
of flagella biosynthesis genes18.

The motifs allow a representation of the E. coli transcriptional
network (Fig. 3) in a compact, modular form (for an image of the
full network, see Web Fig. A online). By using symbols to represent
the different motifs (Fig. 1), the network is broken down to its
basic building blocks. A single layer of DORs connects most of the
transcription factors to their effector operons. Feedforward loops
and SIMs often occur at the outputs of these DORs. The DORs are
interconnected by the global transcription factors, which typically
control many genes in one DOR and few genes in several DORs.
An important step in visualizing the network was to allow each
global transcription factor to appear multiple times, whenever it is
an input to a structure. This reduces the complexity of the inter-
connections while preserving all the information. There are few

long cascades3, usually involving !-factors, such as cas-
cades of depth 5 in the flagella and nitrogen systems. Over
70% of the operons are connected to the DORs; the rest of
the operons are in small disjoint systems. Most disjoint
systems have only 1 to 3 operons. The remaining disjoint
systems have up to 25 operons and show many SIMs and
feedforward loops. A notable feature of the overall organi-
zation is the large degree of overlap within DORs between
the short cascades that control most operons. The layer of
DORs may therefore represent the core of the computa-
tion carried out by the transcriptional network.

Cycles such as feedback loops are an important feature
of regulatory networks. Transcriptional feedback loops
occur in various organisms, such as the genetic switch in
"-phage5. In the E. coli data set, there are no examples of
feedback loops of direct transcriptional interactions,
except for auto-regulatory loops3. However, the absence

of feedback loops is not statistically significant, as over 80% of
the randomized networks also have no feedback loops (Table 1).
The many regulatory feedbacks loops in the organism are carried
out at the post-transcriptional level.

We considered only transcription interactions specifically
manifested by transcription factors that bind regulatory sites3,14.
This transcriptional network can be thought of as the ‘slow’ part
of the cellular regulation network (time scale of minutes). An
additional layer of faster interactions, which include interactions
between proteins (often subsecond timescale), contributes to the
full regulatory behavior and will probably introduce additional
network motifs. Characterization of additional transcriptional
interactions may change the present motif assignment for spe-
cific systems. However, our conclusions regarding the high fre-
quencies of feedforward loops, SIMs and overlapping regulation
compared with randomized networks are insensitive to the addi-
tion or removal of interactions from the data set. These features
are still highly significant, even when 25% of the connections in
the E. coli network are removed or rearranged at random.

The concept of homology between genes based on sequence
motifs has been crucial for understanding the function of
uncharacterized genes. Likewise, the notion of similarity
between connectivity patterns in networks, based on network
motifs, may be helpful in gaining insight into the dynamic
behavior of newly identified gene circuits. The present analysis
may serve as a guideline for experimental study of the functions
of the motifs. It would be useful to determine whether the net-
work motifs found in E. coli can characterize the transcriptional
networks of other cell types. In higher eukaryotes, for example,
there will be many more regulators affecting each gene, and addi-
tional types of circuits may be found. The findings presented
here also raise the possibility that motifs can be defined in other
biological networks7, such as signal transduction, metabolic19

and neuron connectivity networks.
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Fig. 2 Dynamic features of the coherent feedforward loop and SIM
motifs. a, Consider a coherent feedforward loop circuit with an ‘AND-
gate’–like control of the output operon Z. This circuit can reject rapid
variations in the activity of the input X, and respond only to persistent
activation profiles. This is because Y needs to integrate the input X
over time to pass the activation threshold for Z (thin line). A similar
rejection of rapid fluctuations can be achieved by a cascade, X#Y#Z;
however, the cascade has a slower shut-down than the feedforward
loop (thin red line in the Z dynamics panel). b, Dynamics of the SIM
motif. This motif can show a temporal program of expression accord-
ing to a hierarchy of activation thresholds of the genes. When the
activity of X, the master activator, rises and falls with time, the genes
with the lowest threshold are activated earliest and deactivated lat-
est. Time is in units of protein lifetimes, or of cell cycles in the case of
long-lived proteins.
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All motifs are highly overrepresented compared to randomized networks

from an operon that encodes a transcription factor to an operon
that is regulated by that transcription factor. We scanned the net-
work with algorithms aimed at detecting recurring patterns (see
Methods). We evaluated the statistical significance of the net-
work motifs by comparison with randomized networks having
the same characteristics as the real E. coli network. The probabil-
ity that a randomized network had an equal or greater number of
each of the motifs than the E. coli network was determined by
enumerating the motifs found in 1,000 randomized networks.

The first motif, termed ‘feedforward loop’, is defined by a tran-
scription factor X that regulates a second transcription factor Y,
such that both X and Y jointly regulate an operon Z (Fig. 1a). We
term X the ‘general transcription factor’, Y the ‘specific transcrip-
tion factor’, and Z the ‘effector operon(s)’. For example, this
motif occurs in the L-arabinose utilization system (Fig. 1b)15.
Here, Crp is the general transcription factor and AraC the spe-
cific transcription factor. This motif characterizes 40 effector
operons in 22 different systems in the network database, with 10
different general transcription factors.

A feedforward loop motif is ‘coherent’ if the direct effect of the
general transcription factor on the effector operons has the same
sign (negative or positive) as its net indirect effect through the
specific transcription factor. For example, if X and Y both posi-
tively regulate Z, and X positively regulates Y, the feedforward
loop is coherent. If, on the other hand, X represses Y, then the
motif is incoherent. We find that most (85%) of the feedforward
loop motifs are coherent (Table 1). Feedforward loops are styl-
ized structures that occur much more frequently in the E. coli
network than in randomized networks (Table 1, P < 0.001).

The second motif, termed single-input module (SIM), is
defined by a set of operons that are controlled by a single tran-
scription factor (Fig. 1c). All of the operons are under control of
the same sign (all positive or all negative) and have no additional
transcriptional regulation. The transcription factors controlling
SIM motifs are usually autoregulatory (70%, mostly autorepres-
sion), in contrast to only 50% of the transcription factors in the
complete data set. An example is the arginine biosynthesis path-
way, where the transcription factor ArgR uniquely controls five
operons that encode arginine biosynthesis genes (Fig. 1d). Other
amino-acid biosynthesis systems also correspond to this motif.
The SIM motif appears in 24 systems in the database (including
only systems with three or more operons). Large SIMs occur
infrequently in randomized networks (Table 1, P < 0.01),
because there is a low probability that a large number of operons
controlled by a single transcription factor will have no other
transcriptional inputs.

The third motif, termed ‘dense overlapping regulons’ (DOR),
is a layer of overlapping interactions between operons and a
group of input transcription factors (Fig. 1e) that is much more
dense than corresponding structures in randomized networks.
We find that the sets of genes regulated by different transcription

factors in E. coli are much more overlapping than expected at
random. This can be quantified by the frequency of pairs of genes
regulated by the same two transcription factors (Table 1). This
does not result, however, in a homogenous mesh of dense inter-
connections; instead, the network contains several loosely con-
nected, internally dense regions of combinatorial interactions
(DORs). As these regions are somewhat overlapping, different
criteria can yield slightly different groupings.

We used a clustering approach to define DORs. This algorithm
detects locally dense regions in the network with a high ratio of
connections to transcription factors (see Methods). This defines
six DORs. The operons in each DOR share common biological
functions. Typically, every output operon is controlled by a dif-
ferent combination of input transcription factors. In rare cases,
termed ‘multi-input modules’, several operons in a DOR are reg-
ulated by precisely the same combination of transcription factors
with identical regulation signs. An example of a DOR is the set of
operons regulated by RpoS upon entry into stationary phase
(Fig. 1f)16. Different combinations of additional transcription
factors, including transcription factors that respond to various
stresses and nutrient limitations, control each of these operons.
To fully understand the computation performed by each DOR
requires a knowledge of the regulatory logic that controls how
multiple inputs are integrated at each promoter17. A number of
DORs as large and dense as in the real E. coli network occurs very
rarely in randomized networks (P!0.001). We note that different
clustering rules can give rise to slightly different separations of
operons into DORs. The significant finding is that these dense
regions of overlapping interactions exist and that they seem to
partition the operons into biologically meaningful combinatorial
regulation clusters.

The fact that the network motifs appear at frequencies much
higher than expected at random suggests that they may have spe-
cific functions in the information processing performed by the
network. One clue to their possible function is provided by com-
mon themes of the systems in which they appear. Additional
insight may be gained by mathematical analysis of their dynam-
ics. The feedforward loop motif often occurs where an external
signal causes a rapid response of many systems (such repression
of sugar utilization systems in response to glucose, shift to anaer-
obic metabolism). The abundance of coherent feedforward
loops, as opposed to incoherent ones, suggests a functional
design (Table 1).

Mathematical analysis suggests that the coherent feedforward
loop can act as a circuit that rejects transient activation signals
from the general transcription factor and responds only to per-
sistent signals, while allowing a rapid system shutdown. This can
occur when X and Y act in an ‘AND-gate’"like manner to control
operon Z (Fig. 2a), as is the case in the araBAD operon in the ara-
binose feedforward loop (Fig. 1b)15. When X is activated, the sig-
nal is transmitted to the output Z by two pathways, a direct one

letter
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Table 1 • Statistics of occurrence of various structures in the real and randomized networks

Appearances in real Appearances in
network randomized network

Structure (mean ± s.d.) P value

Coherent feedforward loop 34 4.4 ± 3 P < 0.001
Incoherent feedforward loop 6 2.5 ± 2 P ! 0.03
Operons controlled by 
SIM (>13 operons) 68 28 ± 7 P < 0.01
Pairs of operons regulated by 
same two transcription factors 203 57 ± 14 P < 0.001
Nodes that participate in cycles* 0 0.18 ± 0.6 P ! 0.8

*Cycles include all loops greater than size 1 (autoregulation). P value for cycles is the probability of networks with no loops.
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No cycles (X => Y => Z => X),  but this is not statistically significant
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Fig. 3 Part of the network of direct transcriptional interactions in the E. coli data set, represented using network motifs. Nodes represent operons, and lines represent transcriptional regulation, directed so that the regulating tran-
scription factor is above the regulated operons. Network motifs are represented by their corresponding symbols (Fig. 1). The DORs are named according to the common function of their output operons. Each transcription factor
appears in only a single subgraph, except for transcription factors regulating more than ten operons (‘global transcription factors’), which can appear in several subgraphs. For an image of the entire network, see Web Fig. A online.

© 2002 Nature Publishing Group  http://genetics.nature.com

• 10 global transcription factors regulate
  multiple DORs
• FFLs and SIMs at output
• longest cascades: 5 
  (flagella and nitrogen systems)
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Engineered systems are often built of recurring circuit modules
that carry out key functions. Transcription networks that regulate
the responses of living cells were recently found to obey similar
principles: they contain several biochemical wiring patterns,
termed network motifs, which recur throughout the network. One
of these motifs is the feed-forward loop (FFL). The FFL, a three-gene
pattern, is composed of two input transcription factors, one of
which regulates the other, both jointly regulating a target gene.
The FFL has eight possible structural types, because each of the
three interactions in the FFL can be activating or repressing. Here,
we theoretically analyze the functions of these eight structural
types. We find that four of the FFL types, termed incoherent FFLs,
act as sign-sensitive accelerators: they speed up the response time
of the target gene expression following stimulus steps in one
direction (e.g., off to on) but not in the other direction (on to off).
The other four types, coherent FFLs, act as sign-sensitive delays. We
find that some FFL types appear in transcription network databases
much more frequently than others. In some cases, the rare FFL
types have reduced functionality (responding to only one of their
two input stimuli), which may partially explain why they are
selected against. Additional features, such as pulse generation and
cooperativity, are discussed. This study defines the function of one
of the most significant recurring circuit elements in transcription
networks.

Cells contain networks of biochemical transcription interac-
tions. These networks have evolved to perform information-

processing functions (1, 2). The inputs to the network, such as
external nutrients and stresses, affect the activity of transcription
factor proteins. The transcription factors bind regulatory regions
of specific genes and activate or repress their transcription. As a
result, cell processes are modulated to fit the environmental
conditions. Transcription networks can be described as directed
graphs, in which the nodes are genes (3–12). Directed edges
represent transcription interactions, where a transcription factor
encoded by one gene modulates the transcription rate of the
second gene.

It is of interest to understand the dynamic behavior of
transcription networks (2, 3, 5, 7–10). It was recently found that
these networks contain significantly recurring wiring patterns
termed ‘‘network motifs’’ (6, 11, 12). Network motifs are pat-
terns that occur in the network far more often than in random-
ized networks with the same degree sequence (6, 11). The
transcription networks of the bacterium Escherichia coli (6, 11)
and the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae (11, 12) were found to
contain the same small set of highly significant motifs. The
significance of these structures raises the question of whether
they have specific information-processing roles in the network.
If they do, they might be used to understand the network
dynamics in terms of elementary computational building blocks.

One of the most significant network motifs in both E. coli and
yeast is the feed-forward loop (FFL) (6, 11). The FFL is
composed of a transcription factor X, which regulates a second
transcription factor Y (Fig 1a). X and Y both bind the regulatory
region of target gene Z and jointly modulate its transcription
rate. The FFL has two input signals, the inducers, Sx and Sy,
which are small molecules, protein partners, or covalent modi-

fications that activate or inhibit the transcriptional activity of X
and Y (Fig. 1a). The FFL has three transcription interactions.
Each of these can be either positive (activation) or negative
(repression). There are therefore eight possible structural con-
figurations of activator and repressor interactions (6) (Tables 1
and 2). Four of these configurations are termed ‘‘coherent’’
(Table 1): the sign of the direct regulation path (from X to Z)
is the same as the overall sign of the indirect regulation path
(from X through Y to Z) (6). The other four structures are
termed ‘‘incoherent’’ (Table 2): the signs of the direct and
indirect regulation paths are opposite.

The effects of transcription factors X and Y are integrated at
the promoter region of gene Z. The level of Z expression is
modulated according to the concentrations of X and Y tran-
scription factors bound to their inducers. This modulation is
described by the cis-regulatory input function of gene Z (7, 13,
14). Common examples of cis-regulatory input functions include
AND-like gates, in which both X and Y are needed to express
Z, and OR-gate logic in which either X or Y is sufficient to
express Z.

Here we use mathematical modeling to study the function of
the eight FFL structural configurations, with AND- and OR-gate
logic. This work extends our previous study that was limited to
only one FFL type with three activators and AND logic (6). We
find that incoherent FFLs can serve as a novel mechanism for
accelerating the expression of the target genes. Both coherent
and incoherent FFL behavior is sign sensitive: they accelerate or

This paper was submitted directly (Track II) to the PNAS office.

Abbreviation: FFL, feed-forward loop.
†To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: urialon@weizmann.ac.il.
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Fig. 1. (a) FFL. Transcription factor X regulates transcription factor Y, and
both jointly regulate Z. Sx and Sy are the inducers of X and Y, respectively. The
action of X and Y is integrated at the Z promoter with a cis-regulatory input
function (7, 14), such as AND or OR logic. (b) Simple regulation of Z by X
and Y.
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termed network motifs, which recur throughout the network. One
of these motifs is the feed-forward loop (FFL). The FFL, a three-gene
pattern, is composed of two input transcription factors, one of
which regulates the other, both jointly regulating a target gene.
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processing functions (1, 2). The inputs to the network, such as
external nutrients and stresses, affect the activity of transcription
factor proteins. The transcription factors bind regulatory regions
of specific genes and activate or repress their transcription. As a
result, cell processes are modulated to fit the environmental
conditions. Transcription networks can be described as directed
graphs, in which the nodes are genes (3–12). Directed edges
represent transcription interactions, where a transcription factor
encoded by one gene modulates the transcription rate of the
second gene.

It is of interest to understand the dynamic behavior of
transcription networks (2, 3, 5, 7–10). It was recently found that
these networks contain significantly recurring wiring patterns
termed ‘‘network motifs’’ (6, 11, 12). Network motifs are pat-
terns that occur in the network far more often than in random-
ized networks with the same degree sequence (6, 11). The
transcription networks of the bacterium Escherichia coli (6, 11)
and the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae (11, 12) were found to
contain the same small set of highly significant motifs. The
significance of these structures raises the question of whether
they have specific information-processing roles in the network.
If they do, they might be used to understand the network
dynamics in terms of elementary computational building blocks.

One of the most significant network motifs in both E. coli and
yeast is the feed-forward loop (FFL) (6, 11). The FFL is
composed of a transcription factor X, which regulates a second
transcription factor Y (Fig 1a). X and Y both bind the regulatory
region of target gene Z and jointly modulate its transcription
rate. The FFL has two input signals, the inducers, Sx and Sy,
which are small molecules, protein partners, or covalent modi-

fications that activate or inhibit the transcriptional activity of X
and Y (Fig. 1a). The FFL has three transcription interactions.
Each of these can be either positive (activation) or negative
(repression). There are therefore eight possible structural con-
figurations of activator and repressor interactions (6) (Tables 1
and 2). Four of these configurations are termed ‘‘coherent’’
(Table 1): the sign of the direct regulation path (from X to Z)
is the same as the overall sign of the indirect regulation path
(from X through Y to Z) (6). The other four structures are
termed ‘‘incoherent’’ (Table 2): the signs of the direct and
indirect regulation paths are opposite.

The effects of transcription factors X and Y are integrated at
the promoter region of gene Z. The level of Z expression is
modulated according to the concentrations of X and Y tran-
scription factors bound to their inducers. This modulation is
described by the cis-regulatory input function of gene Z (7, 13,
14). Common examples of cis-regulatory input functions include
AND-like gates, in which both X and Y are needed to express
Z, and OR-gate logic in which either X or Y is sufficient to
express Z.

Here we use mathematical modeling to study the function of
the eight FFL structural configurations, with AND- and OR-gate
logic. This work extends our previous study that was limited to
only one FFL type with three activators and AND logic (6). We
find that incoherent FFLs can serve as a novel mechanism for
accelerating the expression of the target genes. Both coherent
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Fig. 1. (a) FFL. Transcription factor X regulates transcription factor Y, and
both jointly regulate Z. Sx and Sy are the inducers of X and Y, respectively. The
action of X and Y is integrated at the Z promoter with a cis-regulatory input
function (7, 14), such as AND or OR logic. (b) Simple regulation of Z by X
and Y.
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delay responses to stimulus steps, but only in one direction. The
FFL functions are essentially the same with either AND- or
OR-gates, but with reversed sign sensitivity. These results di-
rectly suggest experiments that can test the function of this
network motif.

Materials and Methods
Equations for Gene Regulation Reactions. The active forms of X and
Y are X* and Y*, respectively. For simplicity, we assume that Sx and
Sy activate X and Y, and thus X* ! X if Sx ! 1, and X* ! 0 if Sx !
0. Similarly, Y* ! Y if Sy ! 1, and Y* ! 0 if Sy ! 0. We assume
constitutive production of X, X ! 1. The concentrations of Y and
Z are described by kinetic equations (6, 9, 15–19):

dY!dt ! By " !y f(X*, Kxy) # "yY

dZ!dt ! Bz " !zG(X*, Kxz,Y*, Kyz) # "zZ .

The regulation function for an activator is f(u, K) ! (u!K)H!
(1 " (u!K)H), and for repressor f(u, K) ! 1!(1 " (u!K)H). The
Kij parameters are the activation or repression coefficient of gene
j by transcription factor i. The gate function for an AND-gate is
Gz ! f(X*, Kxz)f(Y*, Kyz). For an OR-gate (with the two
transcription factors competing for binding to the promoter
region), Gz ! fc(X*; Kxz, Kyz, Y*) " fc(Y*; Kyz, Kxz, X*), where
for an activator fc(u; Ku, Kv, v) ! (u!Ku)H!(1 " (u!Ku)H "
(v!Kv)H), and for a repressor fc(u; Ku, Kv, v) ! 1!
(1 " (u!Ku)H " (v!Kv)H). (Other models for OR-gate, such as
noncompetitive binding, showed the same qualitative results.) By
and Bz are the basal transcription rates of Y and Z. "z ! "deg "
"dil, where "deg is the degradation rate and "dil is the dilution rate
of protein Z by cell division (17). If production stops at time t !
0, then Z decays as Z ! Z(t ! 0)exp(#"zt), and protein Z reaches
half of its initial concentration at time t ! log (2)!"z defined as
the lifetime of protein Z. Similar definitions apply to the lifetime

Table 1. Structure and function of the coherent FFL types, with AND- and OR- gates at the Z promoter
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Sx on step Delay — — Delay — — Delay Delay
Sx off step — Delay Delay — Delay Delay — —
Inverted out No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

Coherent FFL types and their abundance in transcription databases of E. coli and S. cerevisiae (6, 11). Z(Sx,Sy): Steady-state Z expression of coherent FFLs for
the four combinations of Sx and Sy on and off levels (!,",! represent AND, OR, NOT). Response: Response delay of coherent FFLs to on and off Sx steps in the
presence of Sy. —, not delayed. Inverted out means that Z goes off in response to Sx on step.

Table 2. Structure and function of the incoherent FFL types, with AND-gates at the Z promoter

Species
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Steady-state
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Incoherent FFL types and their abundance in transcription databases (6, 11). Z(Sx,Sy): Steady-state Z expression of incoherent FFL with no basal level of Y (",
! represent AND, NOT). Pulse: Response to steps of Sx, in the presence of Sy, in FFLs with no basal activity, Sy effect on pulse: Enable, no pulse is created when
Sy is off; Destroy, Z output is a low pulse when Sy is on, but is high and steady when Sy is off (Fig. 3). Response acceleration: Acceleration of response of and
steady-state values of incoherent FFL with basal activity to on and off steps in the presence of Sy. —, not accelerated.
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delay responses to stimulus steps, but only in one direction. The
FFL functions are essentially the same with either AND- or
OR-gates, but with reversed sign sensitivity. These results di-
rectly suggest experiments that can test the function of this
network motif.

Materials and Methods
Equations for Gene Regulation Reactions. The active forms of X and
Y are X* and Y*, respectively. For simplicity, we assume that Sx and
Sy activate X and Y, and thus X* ! X if Sx ! 1, and X* ! 0 if Sx !
0. Similarly, Y* ! Y if Sy ! 1, and Y* ! 0 if Sy ! 0. We assume
constitutive production of X, X ! 1. The concentrations of Y and
Z are described by kinetic equations (6, 9, 15–19):

dY!dt ! By " !y f(X*, Kxy) # "yY

dZ!dt ! Bz " !zG(X*, Kxz,Y*, Kyz) # "zZ .

The regulation function for an activator is f(u, K) ! (u!K)H!
(1 " (u!K)H), and for repressor f(u, K) ! 1!(1 " (u!K)H). The
Kij parameters are the activation or repression coefficient of gene
j by transcription factor i. The gate function for an AND-gate is
Gz ! f(X*, Kxz)f(Y*, Kyz). For an OR-gate (with the two
transcription factors competing for binding to the promoter
region), Gz ! fc(X*; Kxz, Kyz, Y*) " fc(Y*; Kyz, Kxz, X*), where
for an activator fc(u; Ku, Kv, v) ! (u!Ku)H!(1 " (u!Ku)H "
(v!Kv)H), and for a repressor fc(u; Ku, Kv, v) ! 1!
(1 " (u!Ku)H " (v!Kv)H). (Other models for OR-gate, such as
noncompetitive binding, showed the same qualitative results.) By
and Bz are the basal transcription rates of Y and Z. "z ! "deg "
"dil, where "deg is the degradation rate and "dil is the dilution rate
of protein Z by cell division (17). If production stops at time t !
0, then Z decays as Z ! Z(t ! 0)exp(#"zt), and protein Z reaches
half of its initial concentration at time t ! log (2)!"z defined as
the lifetime of protein Z. Similar definitions apply to the lifetime
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Sx on step Delay — — Delay — — Delay Delay
Sx off step — Delay Delay — Delay Delay — —
Inverted out No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

Coherent FFL types and their abundance in transcription databases of E. coli and S. cerevisiae (6, 11). Z(Sx,Sy): Steady-state Z expression of coherent FFLs for
the four combinations of Sx and Sy on and off levels (!,",! represent AND, OR, NOT). Response: Response delay of coherent FFLs to on and off Sx steps in the
presence of Sy. —, not delayed. Inverted out means that Z goes off in response to Sx on step.

Table 2. Structure and function of the incoherent FFL types, with AND-gates at the Z promoter

Species
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Structure Abundance Structure Abundance Structure Abundance Structure Abundance

E. coli X 5 X 0 X 1 X 1

2I I 2I I
Y Y Y Y
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S. cerevisiae Z 21 Z 3 Z 1 Z 0

Z logic3 AND AND AND AND

Steady-state
Z(Sx,Sy) Sx ! S!y S!x ! S!y 0 0

Pulse
Sx on step Weak — — Strong
Sx off step — Weak Strong —
Sy effect Destroy Destroy Enable Enable

Response acceleration
Sx on step Accelerate — — Accelerate
Sx off step — Accelerate Accelerate —

Incoherent FFL types and their abundance in transcription databases (6, 11). Z(Sx,Sy): Steady-state Z expression of incoherent FFL with no basal level of Y (",
! represent AND, NOT). Pulse: Response to steps of Sx, in the presence of Sy, in FFLs with no basal activity, Sy effect on pulse: Enable, no pulse is created when
Sy is off; Destroy, Z output is a low pulse when Sy is on, but is high and steady when Sy is off (Fig. 3). Response acceleration: Acceleration of response of and
steady-state values of incoherent FFL with basal activity to on and off steps in the presence of Sy. —, not accelerated.
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delay responses to stimulus steps, but only in one direction. The
FFL functions are essentially the same with either AND- or
OR-gates, but with reversed sign sensitivity. These results di-
rectly suggest experiments that can test the function of this
network motif.

Materials and Methods
Equations for Gene Regulation Reactions. The active forms of X and
Y are X* and Y*, respectively. For simplicity, we assume that Sx and
Sy activate X and Y, and thus X* ! X if Sx ! 1, and X* ! 0 if Sx !
0. Similarly, Y* ! Y if Sy ! 1, and Y* ! 0 if Sy ! 0. We assume
constitutive production of X, X ! 1. The concentrations of Y and
Z are described by kinetic equations (6, 9, 15–19):

dY!dt ! By " !y f(X*, Kxy) # "yY

dZ!dt ! Bz " !zG(X*, Kxz,Y*, Kyz) # "zZ .

The regulation function for an activator is f(u, K) ! (u!K)H!
(1 " (u!K)H), and for repressor f(u, K) ! 1!(1 " (u!K)H). The
Kij parameters are the activation or repression coefficient of gene
j by transcription factor i. The gate function for an AND-gate is
Gz ! f(X*, Kxz)f(Y*, Kyz). For an OR-gate (with the two
transcription factors competing for binding to the promoter
region), Gz ! fc(X*; Kxz, Kyz, Y*) " fc(Y*; Kyz, Kxz, X*), where
for an activator fc(u; Ku, Kv, v) ! (u!Ku)H!(1 " (u!Ku)H "
(v!Kv)H), and for a repressor fc(u; Ku, Kv, v) ! 1!
(1 " (u!Ku)H " (v!Kv)H). (Other models for OR-gate, such as
noncompetitive binding, showed the same qualitative results.) By
and Bz are the basal transcription rates of Y and Z. "z ! "deg "
"dil, where "deg is the degradation rate and "dil is the dilution rate
of protein Z by cell division (17). If production stops at time t !
0, then Z decays as Z ! Z(t ! 0)exp(#"zt), and protein Z reaches
half of its initial concentration at time t ! log (2)!"z defined as
the lifetime of protein Z. Similar definitions apply to the lifetime

Table 1. Structure and function of the coherent FFL types, with AND- and OR- gates at the Z promoter

Species
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E. coli X 28 X 2 Y 4 X 1

2I I 2I I
Y Y Y Y

2I 2I I I
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Z Logic3 AND OR AND OR AND OR AND OR

Steady-state
Z(Sx,Sy) Sx ! Sy Sx S!x ! Sy S!x S!x S!x ! S!y Sx Sx " S!y

Response delay
Sx on step Delay — — Delay — — Delay Delay
Sx off step — Delay Delay — Delay Delay — —
Inverted out No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

Coherent FFL types and their abundance in transcription databases of E. coli and S. cerevisiae (6, 11). Z(Sx,Sy): Steady-state Z expression of coherent FFLs for
the four combinations of Sx and Sy on and off levels (!,",! represent AND, OR, NOT). Response: Response delay of coherent FFLs to on and off Sx steps in the
presence of Sy. —, not delayed. Inverted out means that Z goes off in response to Sx on step.

Table 2. Structure and function of the incoherent FFL types, with AND-gates at the Z promoter

Species

Incoherent type 1 Incoherent type 2 Incoherent type 3 Incoherent type 4

Structure Abundance Structure Abundance Structure Abundance Structure Abundance

E. coli X 5 X 0 X 1 X 1

2I I 2I I
Y Y Y Y

I I 2I 2I
S. cerevisiae Z 21 Z 3 Z 1 Z 0

Z logic3 AND AND AND AND

Steady-state
Z(Sx,Sy) Sx ! S!y S!x ! S!y 0 0

Pulse
Sx on step Weak — — Strong
Sx off step — Weak Strong —
Sy effect Destroy Destroy Enable Enable

Response acceleration
Sx on step Accelerate — — Accelerate
Sx off step — Accelerate Accelerate —

Incoherent FFL types and their abundance in transcription databases (6, 11). Z(Sx,Sy): Steady-state Z expression of incoherent FFL with no basal level of Y (",
! represent AND, NOT). Pulse: Response to steps of Sx, in the presence of Sy, in FFLs with no basal activity, Sy effect on pulse: Enable, no pulse is created when
Sy is off; Destroy, Z output is a low pulse when Sy is on, but is high and steady when Sy is off (Fig. 3). Response acceleration: Acceleration of response of and
steady-state values of incoherent FFL with basal activity to on and off steps in the presence of Sy. —, not accelerated.
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delay responses to stimulus steps, but only in one direction. The
FFL functions are essentially the same with either AND- or
OR-gates, but with reversed sign sensitivity. These results di-
rectly suggest experiments that can test the function of this
network motif.

Materials and Methods
Equations for Gene Regulation Reactions. The active forms of X and
Y are X* and Y*, respectively. For simplicity, we assume that Sx and
Sy activate X and Y, and thus X* ! X if Sx ! 1, and X* ! 0 if Sx !
0. Similarly, Y* ! Y if Sy ! 1, and Y* ! 0 if Sy ! 0. We assume
constitutive production of X, X ! 1. The concentrations of Y and
Z are described by kinetic equations (6, 9, 15–19):

dY!dt ! By " !y f(X*, Kxy) # "yY

dZ!dt ! Bz " !zG(X*, Kxz,Y*, Kyz) # "zZ .

The regulation function for an activator is f(u, K) ! (u!K)H!
(1 " (u!K)H), and for repressor f(u, K) ! 1!(1 " (u!K)H). The
Kij parameters are the activation or repression coefficient of gene
j by transcription factor i. The gate function for an AND-gate is
Gz ! f(X*, Kxz)f(Y*, Kyz). For an OR-gate (with the two
transcription factors competing for binding to the promoter
region), Gz ! fc(X*; Kxz, Kyz, Y*) " fc(Y*; Kyz, Kxz, X*), where
for an activator fc(u; Ku, Kv, v) ! (u!Ku)H!(1 " (u!Ku)H "
(v!Kv)H), and for a repressor fc(u; Ku, Kv, v) ! 1!
(1 " (u!Ku)H " (v!Kv)H). (Other models for OR-gate, such as
noncompetitive binding, showed the same qualitative results.) By
and Bz are the basal transcription rates of Y and Z. "z ! "deg "
"dil, where "deg is the degradation rate and "dil is the dilution rate
of protein Z by cell division (17). If production stops at time t !
0, then Z decays as Z ! Z(t ! 0)exp(#"zt), and protein Z reaches
half of its initial concentration at time t ! log (2)!"z defined as
the lifetime of protein Z. Similar definitions apply to the lifetime

Table 1. Structure and function of the coherent FFL types, with AND- and OR- gates at the Z promoter
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E. coli X 28 X 2 Y 4 X 1

2I I 2I I
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Z Logic3 AND OR AND OR AND OR AND OR

Steady-state
Z(Sx,Sy) Sx ! Sy Sx S!x ! Sy S!x S!x S!x ! S!y Sx Sx " S!y

Response delay
Sx on step Delay — — Delay — — Delay Delay
Sx off step — Delay Delay — Delay Delay — —
Inverted out No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

Coherent FFL types and their abundance in transcription databases of E. coli and S. cerevisiae (6, 11). Z(Sx,Sy): Steady-state Z expression of coherent FFLs for
the four combinations of Sx and Sy on and off levels (!,",! represent AND, OR, NOT). Response: Response delay of coherent FFLs to on and off Sx steps in the
presence of Sy. —, not delayed. Inverted out means that Z goes off in response to Sx on step.

Table 2. Structure and function of the incoherent FFL types, with AND-gates at the Z promoter

Species

Incoherent type 1 Incoherent type 2 Incoherent type 3 Incoherent type 4

Structure Abundance Structure Abundance Structure Abundance Structure Abundance

E. coli X 5 X 0 X 1 X 1

2I I 2I I
Y Y Y Y

I I 2I 2I
S. cerevisiae Z 21 Z 3 Z 1 Z 0

Z logic3 AND AND AND AND

Steady-state
Z(Sx,Sy) Sx ! S!y S!x ! S!y 0 0

Pulse
Sx on step Weak — — Strong
Sx off step — Weak Strong —
Sy effect Destroy Destroy Enable Enable

Response acceleration
Sx on step Accelerate — — Accelerate
Sx off step — Accelerate Accelerate —

Incoherent FFL types and their abundance in transcription databases (6, 11). Z(Sx,Sy): Steady-state Z expression of incoherent FFL with no basal level of Y (",
! represent AND, NOT). Pulse: Response to steps of Sx, in the presence of Sy, in FFLs with no basal activity, Sy effect on pulse: Enable, no pulse is created when
Sy is off; Destroy, Z output is a low pulse when Sy is on, but is high and steady when Sy is off (Fig. 3). Response acceleration: Acceleration of response of and
steady-state values of incoherent FFL with basal activity to on and off steps in the presence of Sy. —, not accelerated.
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delay responses to stimulus steps, but only in one direction. The
FFL functions are essentially the same with either AND- or
OR-gates, but with reversed sign sensitivity. These results di-
rectly suggest experiments that can test the function of this
network motif.

Materials and Methods
Equations for Gene Regulation Reactions. The active forms of X and
Y are X* and Y*, respectively. For simplicity, we assume that Sx and
Sy activate X and Y, and thus X* ! X if Sx ! 1, and X* ! 0 if Sx !
0. Similarly, Y* ! Y if Sy ! 1, and Y* ! 0 if Sy ! 0. We assume
constitutive production of X, X ! 1. The concentrations of Y and
Z are described by kinetic equations (6, 9, 15–19):

dY!dt ! By " !y f(X*, Kxy) # "yY

dZ!dt ! Bz " !zG(X*, Kxz,Y*, Kyz) # "zZ .

The regulation function for an activator is f(u, K) ! (u!K)H!
(1 " (u!K)H), and for repressor f(u, K) ! 1!(1 " (u!K)H). The
Kij parameters are the activation or repression coefficient of gene
j by transcription factor i. The gate function for an AND-gate is
Gz ! f(X*, Kxz)f(Y*, Kyz). For an OR-gate (with the two
transcription factors competing for binding to the promoter
region), Gz ! fc(X*; Kxz, Kyz, Y*) " fc(Y*; Kyz, Kxz, X*), where
for an activator fc(u; Ku, Kv, v) ! (u!Ku)H!(1 " (u!Ku)H "
(v!Kv)H), and for a repressor fc(u; Ku, Kv, v) ! 1!
(1 " (u!Ku)H " (v!Kv)H). (Other models for OR-gate, such as
noncompetitive binding, showed the same qualitative results.) By
and Bz are the basal transcription rates of Y and Z. "z ! "deg "
"dil, where "deg is the degradation rate and "dil is the dilution rate
of protein Z by cell division (17). If production stops at time t !
0, then Z decays as Z ! Z(t ! 0)exp(#"zt), and protein Z reaches
half of its initial concentration at time t ! log (2)!"z defined as
the lifetime of protein Z. Similar definitions apply to the lifetime

Table 1. Structure and function of the coherent FFL types, with AND- and OR- gates at the Z promoter
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Z Logic3 AND OR AND OR AND OR AND OR

Steady-state
Z(Sx,Sy) Sx ! Sy Sx S!x ! Sy S!x S!x S!x ! S!y Sx Sx " S!y

Response delay
Sx on step Delay — — Delay — — Delay Delay
Sx off step — Delay Delay — Delay Delay — —
Inverted out No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

Coherent FFL types and their abundance in transcription databases of E. coli and S. cerevisiae (6, 11). Z(Sx,Sy): Steady-state Z expression of coherent FFLs for
the four combinations of Sx and Sy on and off levels (!,",! represent AND, OR, NOT). Response: Response delay of coherent FFLs to on and off Sx steps in the
presence of Sy. —, not delayed. Inverted out means that Z goes off in response to Sx on step.

Table 2. Structure and function of the incoherent FFL types, with AND-gates at the Z promoter

Species

Incoherent type 1 Incoherent type 2 Incoherent type 3 Incoherent type 4

Structure Abundance Structure Abundance Structure Abundance Structure Abundance

E. coli X 5 X 0 X 1 X 1

2I I 2I I
Y Y Y Y

I I 2I 2I
S. cerevisiae Z 21 Z 3 Z 1 Z 0

Z logic3 AND AND AND AND

Steady-state
Z(Sx,Sy) Sx ! S!y S!x ! S!y 0 0

Pulse
Sx on step Weak — — Strong
Sx off step — Weak Strong —
Sy effect Destroy Destroy Enable Enable

Response acceleration
Sx on step Accelerate — — Accelerate
Sx off step — Accelerate Accelerate —

Incoherent FFL types and their abundance in transcription databases (6, 11). Z(Sx,Sy): Steady-state Z expression of incoherent FFL with no basal level of Y (",
! represent AND, NOT). Pulse: Response to steps of Sx, in the presence of Sy, in FFLs with no basal activity, Sy effect on pulse: Enable, no pulse is created when
Sy is off; Destroy, Z output is a low pulse when Sy is on, but is high and steady when Sy is off (Fig. 3). Response acceleration: Acceleration of response of and
steady-state values of incoherent FFL with basal activity to on and off steps in the presence of Sy. —, not accelerated.
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delay responses to stimulus steps, but only in one direction. The
FFL functions are essentially the same with either AND- or
OR-gates, but with reversed sign sensitivity. These results di-
rectly suggest experiments that can test the function of this
network motif.

Materials and Methods
Equations for Gene Regulation Reactions. The active forms of X and
Y are X* and Y*, respectively. For simplicity, we assume that Sx and
Sy activate X and Y, and thus X* ! X if Sx ! 1, and X* ! 0 if Sx !
0. Similarly, Y* ! Y if Sy ! 1, and Y* ! 0 if Sy ! 0. We assume
constitutive production of X, X ! 1. The concentrations of Y and
Z are described by kinetic equations (6, 9, 15–19):

dY!dt ! By " !y f(X*, Kxy) # "yY

dZ!dt ! Bz " !zG(X*, Kxz,Y*, Kyz) # "zZ .

The regulation function for an activator is f(u, K) ! (u!K)H!
(1 " (u!K)H), and for repressor f(u, K) ! 1!(1 " (u!K)H). The
Kij parameters are the activation or repression coefficient of gene
j by transcription factor i. The gate function for an AND-gate is
Gz ! f(X*, Kxz)f(Y*, Kyz). For an OR-gate (with the two
transcription factors competing for binding to the promoter
region), Gz ! fc(X*; Kxz, Kyz, Y*) " fc(Y*; Kyz, Kxz, X*), where
for an activator fc(u; Ku, Kv, v) ! (u!Ku)H!(1 " (u!Ku)H "
(v!Kv)H), and for a repressor fc(u; Ku, Kv, v) ! 1!
(1 " (u!Ku)H " (v!Kv)H). (Other models for OR-gate, such as
noncompetitive binding, showed the same qualitative results.) By
and Bz are the basal transcription rates of Y and Z. "z ! "deg "
"dil, where "deg is the degradation rate and "dil is the dilution rate
of protein Z by cell division (17). If production stops at time t !
0, then Z decays as Z ! Z(t ! 0)exp(#"zt), and protein Z reaches
half of its initial concentration at time t ! log (2)!"z defined as
the lifetime of protein Z. Similar definitions apply to the lifetime
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Inverted out No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

Coherent FFL types and their abundance in transcription databases of E. coli and S. cerevisiae (6, 11). Z(Sx,Sy): Steady-state Z expression of coherent FFLs for
the four combinations of Sx and Sy on and off levels (!,",! represent AND, OR, NOT). Response: Response delay of coherent FFLs to on and off Sx steps in the
presence of Sy. —, not delayed. Inverted out means that Z goes off in response to Sx on step.
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Z logic3 AND AND AND AND

Steady-state
Z(Sx,Sy) Sx ! S!y S!x ! S!y 0 0

Pulse
Sx on step Weak — — Strong
Sx off step — Weak Strong —
Sy effect Destroy Destroy Enable Enable

Response acceleration
Sx on step Accelerate — — Accelerate
Sx off step — Accelerate Accelerate —

Incoherent FFL types and their abundance in transcription databases (6, 11). Z(Sx,Sy): Steady-state Z expression of incoherent FFL with no basal level of Y (",
! represent AND, NOT). Pulse: Response to steps of Sx, in the presence of Sy, in FFLs with no basal activity, Sy effect on pulse: Enable, no pulse is created when
Sy is off; Destroy, Z output is a low pulse when Sy is on, but is high and steady when Sy is off (Fig. 3). Response acceleration: Acceleration of response of and
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=> relative abundances not explained by interaction occurences

Mangan, Alon, PNAS 100 (2003) 11980

(in)coherent:   X => Z   has (opposite)same sign as   X => Y => Z

from interaction occurances: 8 2 2 2

from interaction occurances: 4 1 4 4
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     Z is on when X is on
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delay responses to stimulus steps, but only in one direction. The
FFL functions are essentially the same with either AND- or
OR-gates, but with reversed sign sensitivity. These results di-
rectly suggest experiments that can test the function of this
network motif.

Materials and Methods
Equations for Gene Regulation Reactions. The active forms of X and
Y are X* and Y*, respectively. For simplicity, we assume that Sx and
Sy activate X and Y, and thus X* ! X if Sx ! 1, and X* ! 0 if Sx !
0. Similarly, Y* ! Y if Sy ! 1, and Y* ! 0 if Sy ! 0. We assume
constitutive production of X, X ! 1. The concentrations of Y and
Z are described by kinetic equations (6, 9, 15–19):

dY!dt ! By " !y f(X*, Kxy) # "yY

dZ!dt ! Bz " !zG(X*, Kxz,Y*, Kyz) # "zZ .

The regulation function for an activator is f(u, K) ! (u!K)H!
(1 " (u!K)H), and for repressor f(u, K) ! 1!(1 " (u!K)H). The
Kij parameters are the activation or repression coefficient of gene
j by transcription factor i. The gate function for an AND-gate is
Gz ! f(X*, Kxz)f(Y*, Kyz). For an OR-gate (with the two
transcription factors competing for binding to the promoter
region), Gz ! fc(X*; Kxz, Kyz, Y*) " fc(Y*; Kyz, Kxz, X*), where
for an activator fc(u; Ku, Kv, v) ! (u!Ku)H!(1 " (u!Ku)H "
(v!Kv)H), and for a repressor fc(u; Ku, Kv, v) ! 1!
(1 " (u!Ku)H " (v!Kv)H). (Other models for OR-gate, such as
noncompetitive binding, showed the same qualitative results.) By
and Bz are the basal transcription rates of Y and Z. "z ! "deg "
"dil, where "deg is the degradation rate and "dil is the dilution rate
of protein Z by cell division (17). If production stops at time t !
0, then Z decays as Z ! Z(t ! 0)exp(#"zt), and protein Z reaches
half of its initial concentration at time t ! log (2)!"z defined as
the lifetime of protein Z. Similar definitions apply to the lifetime

Table 1. Structure and function of the coherent FFL types, with AND- and OR- gates at the Z promoter

Species

Coherent type 1 Coherent type 2 Coherent type 3 Coherent type 4

Structure Abundance Structure Abundance Structure Abundance Structure Abundance

E. coli X 28 X 2 Y 4 X 1

2I I 2I I
Y Y Y Y

2I 2I I I
S. cerevisiae Z 26 Z 5 Z 0 Z 0

Z Logic3 AND OR AND OR AND OR AND OR

Steady-state
Z(Sx,Sy) Sx ! Sy Sx S!x ! Sy S!x S!x S!x ! S!y Sx Sx " S!y

Response delay
Sx on step Delay — — Delay — — Delay Delay
Sx off step — Delay Delay — Delay Delay — —
Inverted out No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

Coherent FFL types and their abundance in transcription databases of E. coli and S. cerevisiae (6, 11). Z(Sx,Sy): Steady-state Z expression of coherent FFLs for
the four combinations of Sx and Sy on and off levels (!,",! represent AND, OR, NOT). Response: Response delay of coherent FFLs to on and off Sx steps in the
presence of Sy. —, not delayed. Inverted out means that Z goes off in response to Sx on step.

Table 2. Structure and function of the incoherent FFL types, with AND-gates at the Z promoter

Species

Incoherent type 1 Incoherent type 2 Incoherent type 3 Incoherent type 4

Structure Abundance Structure Abundance Structure Abundance Structure Abundance

E. coli X 5 X 0 X 1 X 1

2I I 2I I
Y Y Y Y

I I 2I 2I
S. cerevisiae Z 21 Z 3 Z 1 Z 0

Z logic3 AND AND AND AND

Steady-state
Z(Sx,Sy) Sx ! S!y S!x ! S!y 0 0

Pulse
Sx on step Weak — — Strong
Sx off step — Weak Strong —
Sy effect Destroy Destroy Enable Enable

Response acceleration
Sx on step Accelerate — — Accelerate
Sx off step — Accelerate Accelerate —

Incoherent FFL types and their abundance in transcription databases (6, 11). Z(Sx,Sy): Steady-state Z expression of incoherent FFL with no basal level of Y (",
! represent AND, NOT). Pulse: Response to steps of Sx, in the presence of Sy, in FFLs with no basal activity, Sy effect on pulse: Enable, no pulse is created when
Sy is off; Destroy, Z output is a low pulse when Sy is on, but is high and steady when Sy is off (Fig. 3). Response acceleration: Acceleration of response of and
steady-state values of incoherent FFL with basal activity to on and off steps in the presence of Sy. —, not accelerated.
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Model with differential equations:

tion. In types 1 and 4, for example, the response is accelerated
for on steps of Sx, but not for off steps (Fig. 4). Types 2 and 3
show sign-sensitive acceleration for off but not on steps of Sx
(Table 1). The acceleration is tunable and controlled by the same
parameters that control the delay in the coherent FFLs. For
example, decreasing Y basal activity enhances the acceleration.

FFLs with OR-Gates Have the Same Functions but with Reversed Sign
Sensitivity Relative to FFLs with AND-Gates. The discussion thus far
considered FFLs in which X and Y act as an AND-gate to
regulate gene Z. We now consider the effect of an OR-gate,
where either X or Y is sufficient to express Z. We find that the
FFLs with OR-gate regulation have the same sign-sensitive
acceleration or delay functions, but with the sign sensitivity
reversed relative to FFLs with AND gates. For example, the type
1 coherent FFL with an OR-gate shows a delayed response to off
steps of Sx and a rapid response to on steps (Fig. 5 and Table 1).

Incoherent FFLs that are poor pulsers with AND-gates,
namely types 1 and 2, are better pulsers with OR-gates. Con-
versely, the good pulsers with AND-gates, types 3 and 4, are poor
pulsers with OR-gates. The steady-state behavior of OR-gate
FFLs is more intricate than that of AND-gate FFLs, because
more intermediate states of expression are generally found.

Only Coherent Type 1 AND-Gate FFL Shows Increased Apparent
Cooperativity. We checked the effect of the FFL on the cooper-
ativity of Z induction as a function of Sx (12), both analytically
and by using simulations (Fig. 6). We found that only the type 1
AND-gate FFL shows a non-negligible increase of the apparent
cooperativity. This effect occurs at low Sx levels, where the
effective Hill coefficient for type 1 AND FFL is proportional to
Hxz ! HyzHxy, where Hij is the Hill coefficient for gene j by
transcription factor i. The other FFL types, including coherent
type 1 OR-gate FFLs, showed no significant increase in coop-
erativity (some types even reduce apparent cooperativity). We
note that simple transcription cascades are known to increase
cooperativity (23).

Discussion
We theoretically analyzed the functions of the eight FFL struc-
tural configurations. We find that the incoherent FFLs act as
sign-sensitive accelerators: they provide a mechanism for speed-
ing up the responses of the target genes. In addition, some

incoherent FFL types can act as pulsers. Coherent FFLs act as
sign-sensitive delays. These functions are carried out with either
AND- or OR-gate regulation in the Z promoter, with reversed
sign sensitivity. The results are summarized in Table 3.

Why Do Some FFL Configurations Occur More Often than Others in
Transcription Networks? We find that in transcription databases of
E. coli and yeast coherent type 1 FFLs occur far more often than
the other three coherent types. Similarly, incoherent type 1
occurs much more often than the other incoherent types. Type
2 coherent and type 2 incoherent FFLs appear to be the next
most selected configurations in yeast.

Can the difference in the abundance of the FFL types be
simply explained by the relative numbers of repressor and
activator interactions in the network? In the E. coli database,
there are "2!3 activator and 1!3 repressor interactions (6). This
finding would naively mean that there should be a total of "18
coherent FFLs of types 2–4, which is much more than observed.
Similarly, in the yeast database, "80% of the interactions are
acivators (11). Yet type 1 and types 3 and 4 incoherent FFLs
occur in very different numbers, despite the fact that they have
one repressor and two activator interactions. Thus, the differ-
ence in the frequencies of the FFL types is not simply explained
by the relative abundances of repressor and activator interactions
in the network.

Are all types of FFLs biologically feasible? In FFL types 3 and
4, the protein X has regulations of different signs for Y and Z
(one repression and one activation), whereas in types 1 and 2 the
regulation is of the same sign (both activation or both repres-
sion). It is well established that many transcription activators act
to repress a subset of their downstream genes (24, 25). Hence,
types 3 and 4 FFLs are, in principle, biologically feasible. What,
then, might underlie their relative scarcity?

Our analysis suggests that AND-gate FFLs of types 3 and 4
have reduced functionality relative to types 1 and 2. Types 3 and
4 respond at most to one of their input stimuli (Sx) at steady
state, whereas types 1 and 2 respond to both stimuli (Sx and Sy).
This reduced functionality might be part of the reason that types
3 and 4 appear to be selected against during evolution of
transcription networks. Furthermore, type 1 coherent FFL ben-
efits from increased cooperativity. This reasoning does not apply

Fig. 6. Apparent cooperativity of steady-state Z response as a function of X
activity. The graph shows the z(x) response curve for type 1 (thick line), type
4 (thin line) FFLs, and a simple regulation system (E), for Hzx # Hyx # Hzy # 2.
Simulation parameters: !i # 1, "i # 1, Kij # 1, Bi # 0. Type 1 coherent FFL (thick
line) has an effective cooperativity of Heff # Hxz ! Hxy*Hyz, where Hij is the Hill
coefficient of the regulation reaction of protein j by protein i. Other coherent
FFL types have Heff # Hzx.

Fig. 5. Kinetics of coherent type 1 with AND (Left) and OR (Right) regulatory
logic at Z promoter. Note that the AND FFL has delayed response to on steps,
whereas OR FFL has delayed response to off steps. FFL: thick, medium lines;
simple system: thin line. Simulation parameters: Kxz # 0.1, Kxy # 0.5; for AND,
Kyz # {0.5,5}; for OR, Kyz # {0.7,0.3}; all others are as stated in Materials and
Methods.

11984 " www.pnas.org!cgi!doi!10.1073!pnas.2133841100 Mangan and Alon

delay responses to stimulus steps, but only in one direction. The
FFL functions are essentially the same with either AND- or
OR-gates, but with reversed sign sensitivity. These results di-
rectly suggest experiments that can test the function of this
network motif.

Materials and Methods
Equations for Gene Regulation Reactions. The active forms of X and
Y are X* and Y*, respectively. For simplicity, we assume that Sx and
Sy activate X and Y, and thus X* ! X if Sx ! 1, and X* ! 0 if Sx !
0. Similarly, Y* ! Y if Sy ! 1, and Y* ! 0 if Sy ! 0. We assume
constitutive production of X, X ! 1. The concentrations of Y and
Z are described by kinetic equations (6, 9, 15–19):

dY!dt ! By " !y f(X*, Kxy) # "yY

dZ!dt ! Bz " !zG(X*, Kxz,Y*, Kyz) # "zZ .

The regulation function for an activator is f(u, K) ! (u!K)H!
(1 " (u!K)H), and for repressor f(u, K) ! 1!(1 " (u!K)H). The
Kij parameters are the activation or repression coefficient of gene
j by transcription factor i. The gate function for an AND-gate is
Gz ! f(X*, Kxz)f(Y*, Kyz). For an OR-gate (with the two
transcription factors competing for binding to the promoter
region), Gz ! fc(X*; Kxz, Kyz, Y*) " fc(Y*; Kyz, Kxz, X*), where
for an activator fc(u; Ku, Kv, v) ! (u!Ku)H!(1 " (u!Ku)H "
(v!Kv)H), and for a repressor fc(u; Ku, Kv, v) ! 1!
(1 " (u!Ku)H " (v!Kv)H). (Other models for OR-gate, such as
noncompetitive binding, showed the same qualitative results.) By
and Bz are the basal transcription rates of Y and Z. "z ! "deg "
"dil, where "deg is the degradation rate and "dil is the dilution rate
of protein Z by cell division (17). If production stops at time t !
0, then Z decays as Z ! Z(t ! 0)exp(#"zt), and protein Z reaches
half of its initial concentration at time t ! log (2)!"z defined as
the lifetime of protein Z. Similar definitions apply to the lifetime

Table 1. Structure and function of the coherent FFL types, with AND- and OR- gates at the Z promoter

Species

Coherent type 1 Coherent type 2 Coherent type 3 Coherent type 4

Structure Abundance Structure Abundance Structure Abundance Structure Abundance

E. coli X 28 X 2 Y 4 X 1

2I I 2I I
Y Y Y Y

2I 2I I I
S. cerevisiae Z 26 Z 5 Z 0 Z 0

Z Logic3 AND OR AND OR AND OR AND OR

Steady-state
Z(Sx,Sy) Sx ! Sy Sx S!x ! Sy S!x S!x S!x ! S!y Sx Sx " S!y

Response delay
Sx on step Delay — — Delay — — Delay Delay
Sx off step — Delay Delay — Delay Delay — —
Inverted out No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

Coherent FFL types and their abundance in transcription databases of E. coli and S. cerevisiae (6, 11). Z(Sx,Sy): Steady-state Z expression of coherent FFLs for
the four combinations of Sx and Sy on and off levels (!,",! represent AND, OR, NOT). Response: Response delay of coherent FFLs to on and off Sx steps in the
presence of Sy. —, not delayed. Inverted out means that Z goes off in response to Sx on step.

Table 2. Structure and function of the incoherent FFL types, with AND-gates at the Z promoter

Species

Incoherent type 1 Incoherent type 2 Incoherent type 3 Incoherent type 4

Structure Abundance Structure Abundance Structure Abundance Structure Abundance

E. coli X 5 X 0 X 1 X 1

2I I 2I I
Y Y Y Y

I I 2I 2I
S. cerevisiae Z 21 Z 3 Z 1 Z 0

Z logic3 AND AND AND AND

Steady-state
Z(Sx,Sy) Sx ! S!y S!x ! S!y 0 0

Pulse
Sx on step Weak — — Strong
Sx off step — Weak Strong —
Sy effect Destroy Destroy Enable Enable

Response acceleration
Sx on step Accelerate — — Accelerate
Sx off step — Accelerate Accelerate —

Incoherent FFL types and their abundance in transcription databases (6, 11). Z(Sx,Sy): Steady-state Z expression of incoherent FFL with no basal level of Y (",
! represent AND, NOT). Pulse: Response to steps of Sx, in the presence of Sy, in FFLs with no basal activity, Sy effect on pulse: Enable, no pulse is created when
Sy is off; Destroy, Z output is a low pulse when Sy is on, but is high and steady when Sy is off (Fig. 3). Response acceleration: Acceleration of response of and
steady-state values of incoherent FFL with basal activity to on and off steps in the presence of Sy. —, not accelerated.
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response to Sx-off

=> Handle fluctuating signals (on- or off-fluctuations)

thick and medium lines:
   coherent FFL type 1
(different strengths Y=>Z)

thin line: simple system
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not on steps is delayed. The delay response is summarized in
Table 1.

Steady-State Behavior of AND-Gate Incoherent FFL with No Basal
Activity: Only Types 1 and 2 Respond to Sy. As in the case of
AND-gate coherent FFLs, we find that only type 1 and 2
incoherent FFLs with AND-gate Z regulation are able to
respond in steady state to both of their input stimuli, Sx and Sy.
Types 3 and 4 have a constant steady state, which does not
depend on either Sx or Sy values (Table 2).

Kinetics of Incoherent FFL with No Basal Activity: Only Types 3 and 4
Are Good Pulsers. We now consider the kinetic response of the
incoherent FFL to steps of Sx, in the extreme case where Y
modulation by X leads to a strong effect on Z. In this case, the
incoherent FFL functions as a pulser. For example, in the type
4 incoherent FFL, when Sx turns on, Z is first induced by the joint
action of X and Y. Meanwhile, Y production is repressed by X
and its levels drop, until Z production begins to decrease. Thus,
in type 4 upon an on step of Sx, in the presence of Sy, Z levels
first rise and then drop (Fig. 3 Right). A similar scenario holds
for type 3. We find that type 1 and 2 incoherent FFLs (with AND
gate Z regulation) are generally poor pulsers (Table 2 and Fig.
3a). The pulse amplitude is much smaller than the maximal level
that can be reached by the circuit (the maximum level is reached
in the absence of Sy, Fig. 3 Left Bottom). We find that type 1 and
2 incoherent FFLs are poor pulsers for all parameter values. In
contrast, types 3 and 4 are good pulsers: For some biochemical
parameters, the pulse reaches high amplitude relative to the
maximal circuit response (Table 2 and Fig. 3 Right). The pulse
occurs in the absence but not in the presence of Sy in the case
of type 3 and 4 FFLs. Thus Sy is an enabling signal that can be
used to allow or block the pulse (Fig. 3 Right).

Kinetics of Incoherent FFL with Basal Y Activity: All Four Types Are
Sign-Sensitive Accelerators. We now consider the incoherent FFL
where the affect on Z by the indirect path through Y is not
complete. In the type 1 incoherent FFL-AND, for example, upon
a step addition of Sx, Z expression first rises, and then when Y
levels build up, Z expression decreases to a nonzero level (Fig. 4
Left).

We find that the response time of the incoherent FFL is

smaller than the response time of a simple regulation system
(Figs. 1b and 4). To make a mathematically controlled compar-
ison (9), we compare a simple regulation system and an FFL that
have the same steady-state Z expression upon addition of Sx
(that is, with a Z promoter in the type 1 incoherent FFL that is
stronger than in the corresponding simple regulation design, to
compensate for the repressing effect of Y on the steady state).
The simple regulation design has a response time of one lifetime
(17) of protein Z (Fig. 4, thin line). The response time of the
incoherent FFL is shorter (Fig. 4, thick and medium lines). The
accelerated response occurs because Z initially rises quickly
because of its relatively strong promoter and is then stopped by
the repressor Y. Thus, in cases where speedy responses are
needed, an incoherent FFL has an advantage over simple
regulation with the same steady state.

The acceleration of the response is sign sensitive. We find that
all four types of incoherent FFLs show sign-sensitive accelera-

Fig. 2. Kinetics of coherent type 1 (Left) and type 4 (Right) FFLs with AND
regulatory logic, in response to on and off steps of Sx. Note that the delayed
response to on steps of the FFLs (thick, medium lines) compared to a corre-
sponding simple system (thin line). Note that FFLs can behave as simple
regulation for nonfunctional parameter domains (see Materials and Meth-
ods). Simulation parameters: Kxz ! Kxy ! 0.1; for type 1, Kyz ! {0.5, 5}; for type
4, Kyz ! {0.6, 0.3}; all others are as stated in Materials and Methods.

Fig. 3. Kinetics of incoherent type 1 (Left) and type 4 (Right) FFLs with AND
regulatory logic and no basal activity of Y, in response to on and off steps of
Sx. Note that type 4 FFLs can produce a strong pulse that is enabled by Sy. Type
1 can produce only a weak pulse when Sy ! 1, and the pulse-like nature of the
response is lost when Sy ! 0. Simulation parameters: Kxz ! Kxy ! 0.1; for type
1, Kyz ! {0.01, 0.1, 0.3}; for type 4, Kyz ! {1, 0.3, 0.1} (thick, medium, thin lines);
all others are as stated in Materials and Methods.

Fig. 4. Kinetics of incoherent type 1 (Left) and type 4 (Right) FFLs with basal
Y activity and AND regulatory logic, in response to on and off steps of Sx. Note
that the response of the FFL to on steps (thick, medium lines) is faster than that
of a corresponding simple system (thin line). Simulation parameters: for type
1, Kxz ! 1, Kxy ! 1, Kyz ! 0.5, By ! {0.5, 0.3}; for type 4, Kxz ! 1, Kxy ! 0.1, Kyz !
0.5, By ! {0.45, 0.35}; all others are as stated in Materials and Methods.
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Scenario:  we want a fast response of the protein level
  • gene regulation on the minutes scale
  • protein lifetimes O(h)

At steady state:   protein production = protein degradation
=> degradation determines T1/2 for given stationary protein level
     => for fast response:  faster degradation  or  negative regulation of production

delay responses to stimulus steps, but only in one direction. The
FFL functions are essentially the same with either AND- or
OR-gates, but with reversed sign sensitivity. These results di-
rectly suggest experiments that can test the function of this
network motif.

Materials and Methods
Equations for Gene Regulation Reactions. The active forms of X and
Y are X* and Y*, respectively. For simplicity, we assume that Sx and
Sy activate X and Y, and thus X* ! X if Sx ! 1, and X* ! 0 if Sx !
0. Similarly, Y* ! Y if Sy ! 1, and Y* ! 0 if Sy ! 0. We assume
constitutive production of X, X ! 1. The concentrations of Y and
Z are described by kinetic equations (6, 9, 15–19):

dY!dt ! By " !y f(X*, Kxy) # "yY

dZ!dt ! Bz " !zG(X*, Kxz,Y*, Kyz) # "zZ .

The regulation function for an activator is f(u, K) ! (u!K)H!
(1 " (u!K)H), and for repressor f(u, K) ! 1!(1 " (u!K)H). The
Kij parameters are the activation or repression coefficient of gene
j by transcription factor i. The gate function for an AND-gate is
Gz ! f(X*, Kxz)f(Y*, Kyz). For an OR-gate (with the two
transcription factors competing for binding to the promoter
region), Gz ! fc(X*; Kxz, Kyz, Y*) " fc(Y*; Kyz, Kxz, X*), where
for an activator fc(u; Ku, Kv, v) ! (u!Ku)H!(1 " (u!Ku)H "
(v!Kv)H), and for a repressor fc(u; Ku, Kv, v) ! 1!
(1 " (u!Ku)H " (v!Kv)H). (Other models for OR-gate, such as
noncompetitive binding, showed the same qualitative results.) By
and Bz are the basal transcription rates of Y and Z. "z ! "deg "
"dil, where "deg is the degradation rate and "dil is the dilution rate
of protein Z by cell division (17). If production stops at time t !
0, then Z decays as Z ! Z(t ! 0)exp(#"zt), and protein Z reaches
half of its initial concentration at time t ! log (2)!"z defined as
the lifetime of protein Z. Similar definitions apply to the lifetime

Table 1. Structure and function of the coherent FFL types, with AND- and OR- gates at the Z promoter

Species

Coherent type 1 Coherent type 2 Coherent type 3 Coherent type 4

Structure Abundance Structure Abundance Structure Abundance Structure Abundance

E. coli X 28 X 2 Y 4 X 1

2I I 2I I
Y Y Y Y

2I 2I I I
S. cerevisiae Z 26 Z 5 Z 0 Z 0

Z Logic3 AND OR AND OR AND OR AND OR

Steady-state
Z(Sx,Sy) Sx ! Sy Sx S!x ! Sy S!x S!x S!x ! S!y Sx Sx " S!y

Response delay
Sx on step Delay — — Delay — — Delay Delay
Sx off step — Delay Delay — Delay Delay — —
Inverted out No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

Coherent FFL types and their abundance in transcription databases of E. coli and S. cerevisiae (6, 11). Z(Sx,Sy): Steady-state Z expression of coherent FFLs for
the four combinations of Sx and Sy on and off levels (!,",! represent AND, OR, NOT). Response: Response delay of coherent FFLs to on and off Sx steps in the
presence of Sy. —, not delayed. Inverted out means that Z goes off in response to Sx on step.

Table 2. Structure and function of the incoherent FFL types, with AND-gates at the Z promoter

Species

Incoherent type 1 Incoherent type 2 Incoherent type 3 Incoherent type 4

Structure Abundance Structure Abundance Structure Abundance Structure Abundance

E. coli X 5 X 0 X 1 X 1

2I I 2I I
Y Y Y Y

I I 2I 2I
S. cerevisiae Z 21 Z 3 Z 1 Z 0

Z logic3 AND AND AND AND

Steady-state
Z(Sx,Sy) Sx ! S!y S!x ! S!y 0 0

Pulse
Sx on step Weak — — Strong
Sx off step — Weak Strong —
Sy effect Destroy Destroy Enable Enable

Response acceleration
Sx on step Accelerate — — Accelerate
Sx off step — Accelerate Accelerate —

Incoherent FFL types and their abundance in transcription databases (6, 11). Z(Sx,Sy): Steady-state Z expression of incoherent FFL with no basal level of Y (",
! represent AND, NOT). Pulse: Response to steps of Sx, in the presence of Sy, in FFLs with no basal activity, Sy effect on pulse: Enable, no pulse is created when
Sy is off; Destroy, Z output is a low pulse when Sy is on, but is high and steady when Sy is off (Fig. 3). Response acceleration: Acceleration of response of and
steady-state values of incoherent FFL with basal activity to on and off steps in the presence of Sy. —, not accelerated.
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delay responses to stimulus steps, but only in one direction. The
FFL functions are essentially the same with either AND- or
OR-gates, but with reversed sign sensitivity. These results di-
rectly suggest experiments that can test the function of this
network motif.

Materials and Methods
Equations for Gene Regulation Reactions. The active forms of X and
Y are X* and Y*, respectively. For simplicity, we assume that Sx and
Sy activate X and Y, and thus X* ! X if Sx ! 1, and X* ! 0 if Sx !
0. Similarly, Y* ! Y if Sy ! 1, and Y* ! 0 if Sy ! 0. We assume
constitutive production of X, X ! 1. The concentrations of Y and
Z are described by kinetic equations (6, 9, 15–19):

dY!dt ! By " !y f(X*, Kxy) # "yY

dZ!dt ! Bz " !zG(X*, Kxz,Y*, Kyz) # "zZ .

The regulation function for an activator is f(u, K) ! (u!K)H!
(1 " (u!K)H), and for repressor f(u, K) ! 1!(1 " (u!K)H). The
Kij parameters are the activation or repression coefficient of gene
j by transcription factor i. The gate function for an AND-gate is
Gz ! f(X*, Kxz)f(Y*, Kyz). For an OR-gate (with the two
transcription factors competing for binding to the promoter
region), Gz ! fc(X*; Kxz, Kyz, Y*) " fc(Y*; Kyz, Kxz, X*), where
for an activator fc(u; Ku, Kv, v) ! (u!Ku)H!(1 " (u!Ku)H "
(v!Kv)H), and for a repressor fc(u; Ku, Kv, v) ! 1!
(1 " (u!Ku)H " (v!Kv)H). (Other models for OR-gate, such as
noncompetitive binding, showed the same qualitative results.) By
and Bz are the basal transcription rates of Y and Z. "z ! "deg "
"dil, where "deg is the degradation rate and "dil is the dilution rate
of protein Z by cell division (17). If production stops at time t !
0, then Z decays as Z ! Z(t ! 0)exp(#"zt), and protein Z reaches
half of its initial concentration at time t ! log (2)!"z defined as
the lifetime of protein Z. Similar definitions apply to the lifetime

Table 1. Structure and function of the coherent FFL types, with AND- and OR- gates at the Z promoter

Species

Coherent type 1 Coherent type 2 Coherent type 3 Coherent type 4

Structure Abundance Structure Abundance Structure Abundance Structure Abundance

E. coli X 28 X 2 Y 4 X 1

2I I 2I I
Y Y Y Y

2I 2I I I
S. cerevisiae Z 26 Z 5 Z 0 Z 0

Z Logic3 AND OR AND OR AND OR AND OR

Steady-state
Z(Sx,Sy) Sx ! Sy Sx S!x ! Sy S!x S!x S!x ! S!y Sx Sx " S!y

Response delay
Sx on step Delay — — Delay — — Delay Delay
Sx off step — Delay Delay — Delay Delay — —
Inverted out No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

Coherent FFL types and their abundance in transcription databases of E. coli and S. cerevisiae (6, 11). Z(Sx,Sy): Steady-state Z expression of coherent FFLs for
the four combinations of Sx and Sy on and off levels (!,",! represent AND, OR, NOT). Response: Response delay of coherent FFLs to on and off Sx steps in the
presence of Sy. —, not delayed. Inverted out means that Z goes off in response to Sx on step.

Table 2. Structure and function of the incoherent FFL types, with AND-gates at the Z promoter

Species

Incoherent type 1 Incoherent type 2 Incoherent type 3 Incoherent type 4

Structure Abundance Structure Abundance Structure Abundance Structure Abundance

E. coli X 5 X 0 X 1 X 1

2I I 2I I
Y Y Y Y

I I 2I 2I
S. cerevisiae Z 21 Z 3 Z 1 Z 0

Z logic3 AND AND AND AND

Steady-state
Z(Sx,Sy) Sx ! S!y S!x ! S!y 0 0

Pulse
Sx on step Weak — — Strong
Sx off step — Weak Strong —
Sy effect Destroy Destroy Enable Enable

Response acceleration
Sx on step Accelerate — — Accelerate
Sx off step — Accelerate Accelerate —

Incoherent FFL types and their abundance in transcription databases (6, 11). Z(Sx,Sy): Steady-state Z expression of incoherent FFL with no basal level of Y (",
! represent AND, NOT). Pulse: Response to steps of Sx, in the presence of Sy, in FFLs with no basal activity, Sy effect on pulse: Enable, no pulse is created when
Sy is off; Destroy, Z output is a low pulse when Sy is on, but is high and steady when Sy is off (Fig. 3). Response acceleration: Acceleration of response of and
steady-state values of incoherent FFL with basal activity to on and off steps in the presence of Sy. —, not accelerated.
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delay responses to stimulus steps, but only in one direction. The
FFL functions are essentially the same with either AND- or
OR-gates, but with reversed sign sensitivity. These results di-
rectly suggest experiments that can test the function of this
network motif.

Materials and Methods
Equations for Gene Regulation Reactions. The active forms of X and
Y are X* and Y*, respectively. For simplicity, we assume that Sx and
Sy activate X and Y, and thus X* ! X if Sx ! 1, and X* ! 0 if Sx !
0. Similarly, Y* ! Y if Sy ! 1, and Y* ! 0 if Sy ! 0. We assume
constitutive production of X, X ! 1. The concentrations of Y and
Z are described by kinetic equations (6, 9, 15–19):

dY!dt ! By " !y f(X*, Kxy) # "yY

dZ!dt ! Bz " !zG(X*, Kxz,Y*, Kyz) # "zZ .

The regulation function for an activator is f(u, K) ! (u!K)H!
(1 " (u!K)H), and for repressor f(u, K) ! 1!(1 " (u!K)H). The
Kij parameters are the activation or repression coefficient of gene
j by transcription factor i. The gate function for an AND-gate is
Gz ! f(X*, Kxz)f(Y*, Kyz). For an OR-gate (with the two
transcription factors competing for binding to the promoter
region), Gz ! fc(X*; Kxz, Kyz, Y*) " fc(Y*; Kyz, Kxz, X*), where
for an activator fc(u; Ku, Kv, v) ! (u!Ku)H!(1 " (u!Ku)H "
(v!Kv)H), and for a repressor fc(u; Ku, Kv, v) ! 1!
(1 " (u!Ku)H " (v!Kv)H). (Other models for OR-gate, such as
noncompetitive binding, showed the same qualitative results.) By
and Bz are the basal transcription rates of Y and Z. "z ! "deg "
"dil, where "deg is the degradation rate and "dil is the dilution rate
of protein Z by cell division (17). If production stops at time t !
0, then Z decays as Z ! Z(t ! 0)exp(#"zt), and protein Z reaches
half of its initial concentration at time t ! log (2)!"z defined as
the lifetime of protein Z. Similar definitions apply to the lifetime
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Z Logic3 AND OR AND OR AND OR AND OR

Steady-state
Z(Sx,Sy) Sx ! Sy Sx S!x ! Sy S!x S!x S!x ! S!y Sx Sx " S!y

Response delay
Sx on step Delay — — Delay — — Delay Delay
Sx off step — Delay Delay — Delay Delay — —
Inverted out No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

Coherent FFL types and their abundance in transcription databases of E. coli and S. cerevisiae (6, 11). Z(Sx,Sy): Steady-state Z expression of coherent FFLs for
the four combinations of Sx and Sy on and off levels (!,",! represent AND, OR, NOT). Response: Response delay of coherent FFLs to on and off Sx steps in the
presence of Sy. —, not delayed. Inverted out means that Z goes off in response to Sx on step.
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S. cerevisiae Z 21 Z 3 Z 1 Z 0

Z logic3 AND AND AND AND

Steady-state
Z(Sx,Sy) Sx ! S!y S!x ! S!y 0 0

Pulse
Sx on step Weak — — Strong
Sx off step — Weak Strong —
Sy effect Destroy Destroy Enable Enable

Response acceleration
Sx on step Accelerate — — Accelerate
Sx off step — Accelerate Accelerate —

Incoherent FFL types and their abundance in transcription databases (6, 11). Z(Sx,Sy): Steady-state Z expression of incoherent FFL with no basal level of Y (",
! represent AND, NOT). Pulse: Response to steps of Sx, in the presence of Sy, in FFLs with no basal activity, Sy effect on pulse: Enable, no pulse is created when
Sy is off; Destroy, Z output is a low pulse when Sy is on, but is high and steady when Sy is off (Fig. 3). Response acceleration: Acceleration of response of and
steady-state values of incoherent FFL with basal activity to on and off steps in the presence of Sy. —, not accelerated.
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Summary

27

Today:

• Gene regulation networks have hierarchies:
   => global "cell states" with specific expression levels

• Network motifs:  FFLs,  SIMs,  DORs are overrepresented
   => different functions, different temporal behavior

Next lecture:

• Simple dynamic modelling of transcription networks
   => Boolean networks,  Petri nets


